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CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. ; AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority board
could give the go-ahead Thursday for
work on a plant to produce gas from
coal — which could cost up to $2 billion.
Meeting Thursday in Chattanooga;
the three board members are to con-
sider a staff recommendation to spend
$5 million on a preliminary conceptual
design phase. Officials said this would
include selecting the process to be used
and other plant technology, making
economic studies and preparing en-
vironmental statements.
The plant could be in full operation by
1989, TVA said.
Agency spokesmen said Monday the
government utility hasn't decided on a
site, but is considering locations in
Alabama, west Tennessee and west
Kentucky. Spokesman Lee Sheppeard
said prime candidates include the
Murphy Hill site in northeast Alabama
and the former Courtland Air Force
Base, which TVA is considering buying
from the state of Alabama,. near
Decatur, Ala.
President Carter has challenged TVA
to lead the way in demonstrating new
energy-producing techniques. Officials
said the first-phase funding would come
from money Congress has added, for a
demonstration of coal gasification, to
the $149.million Congress has already
appropriated for fiscal 1980. The
amount is separate from the $2.9 billion
TVA estimates it willneed to operate its
power system during the year.
Spokesman Carl Crawford said TVA,
if the board approves the spending,
would invite engineering firms to
submit plant designs, select the
process, estimate costs and give the
price they would charge to do the job.
Cravrforcrsaid in gasification, coal is
heated under pressure in a vessel and
turned from a solid into a vapor. The
gas is cleaned of impurities and. once
cooled, is combustible, he said.
He said the • technology has been
known for decades, but recent im-
provements have made it possible to
produce a cleanerburning gas capable
of generating more heat. Crawford
said, however, these tests have been
done only on a small scale.
"The real significance of this is that
this is the first time anybody has tried
to build a plant to produce a significant
amount of gas for industries in a given
area," he said in a telephone interview.
TVA said the plant would turn 20,000
tons of coal a day into gas for industry,
electricity production and use in fuel
cells.
Crawford said TVA would hope to
build the plant near a coalfield to avoid
transporting coal over long distances,
and place it near utilities to which the
gas could be piped.
TVA serves 2.7 million customers in
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi,
Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia and
Kentucky.
The board is to consider expanding
TVA's solar poweredwater heaters
program' to a rural area for the first
time, installing 1,000 of them at the
homes of consumers in the Middle
Tennessee Electric Membership
Cooperative and the cities of Lebanon
and Murfreesboro.
TVA estimates this would cost $3.25
million, with $2.3 million to be repaid to
TVA by consumers purchasing the
systems. The heaters are being in-
stalled in Memphis and Nashville area
homes.
Board members are to examine staff-
recommended contracts with three
firms for oneyear diesel fuel oil sup-
plies for TVA projects and warehouses.
The proposed contracts are with Exxon
Co., $8.2 million for 1.3.6 million gallons;
Belcher Co. of Tennessee, $12.1 million
for 14.1 million gallons, and Jarnoco Oil
Co., $5.9 million for 7.1 million gallons.
Each pact may be extended for
another year. TVA said the average
unit prices are respectively 127, 123 and
513 percent higher than 1977 contracts




Murray Civic Music Association
opens its season Friday, Oct. 12 in
Lovett Auditorium featuring the
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra.
Local association members are in for
a rare treat as this Orchestra has
played to capacity houses at Kennedy
Center and Carnegie Hall, a spokesman
said. Reviews included such comments
as "A first class ensemble," (Hume,
Washington Post); "The Orchestra has
now attained major status," (Johnson,
New York Post).
Curtain time for the performance is
8:15 p.m., and a capacity house is ex-
pected to see and hear one of the best
symphony orchestras performing in the
world today, the spokesman added.
BASS(IC) INSTRUCTION — Students from Robertson and Calloway Coun-
ty kindergarten classes examine a string bass. Demonstrating its use to'
them is Bill Koehfer of Murray, music education major at Murray S
tate.
University. The demonstration followed the annual youth concert per- -
formed by the Murray State Orchestra under the direction of Neale Mason.
The concert was sponsored by the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club: Kindergarten students (clockwise from top) are: Catherine
Hurt, Julie Waldrop, Heather Jones, Sammy Fuson, Chad Windsor, and
Richard Wilson.
(MSU Phbto Sy Barry idhnson)
CANDIDATES — Rowe Harper, left Republican candidate for secretary of
state, and Harold Rogers, the GOP lieutenant governor nominee, held a
press conference in Murray this morning. Rogers challenged Martha Layne
Collins, the Democratic lieutenant governor candidate, to voice her
opinions on campaign issues. Harper reviewed his proposed amendment
to prohibit politicans jumping from one elected office to another.
Aurora Festival To Be
Held Oct. 19-21 At
Jonathan Creek Area
The second annual Aurora Country
Festival will be held Oct. 19,20 and 21 in
the Aurora-Jonathan Creek area.
According to Earl Wilson, festival
chairman, the schedule for the festival
has been set and posters are being put
up in area communities. Last year's
festival attracted 5,000 people.
Admission to the event is free.
Festivities will begin at 8 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 19, with music by Country
Trend at the Wishing Well. An arts and
crafts fair beginning at 10 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 20, will be highlighted
with demonstrations of sorghum
making, lye soap making, apple cider
pressing and candle dipping.
At 11 a.m. Saturday, the Sportsman's
Pony Pulling Association will sponsor a iy


















Clearing and cold tonight with
a chance of patchy light frost.
Lows in mid to upper 30s. Mostly
sunny and continued cool Wed-





NEW YORK (AP) = Chase
Manhattan Bank, the nation's third-
largest bank, raised its prime lending
rate a full percentage point to 141/2
percent today, a reaction to the
government's credit-tightening moves
announced over the weekend.
Other banks were expectederidckly to
follow Chase's action. The prime-
lending rate has been rising steadily a
past weeks, setting records with eact
increase. Only a month ago the rate
was 121/ percent.
The prime rate — the rate charge,. a
bank's most creditworthy corporate
customers — does not directly affect
consumer loan rates, whicil are limited
by law in many states. But it is
regarded to be an important indicator
of trends in interest rates in general.
Banks use the prime rate as the basis





Those persons who have not received
their county tax bills should report to
the Calloway County Sheriff's Office,
according to Max Morris, sheriff.
Morris said several of the tax bills
have been returned to the sheriff's
office due to the wrong mailing ad- -
dream. - -
Ponies will be weighed between 7 and 10
a.m. Light, medium and heavy classes
will beheld with prizes in each class.
Refreshments will be available at the
event.
An antique car parade through town,
sponsored by Twin Lakes Antique Car
Club, will be held at 1:30 p.m. Saturday.
Games for children will begin at 2:30
p.m., and there will be music and en-
tertainment all through the day.
Dancing;to the music of Darrell Gibson
and Just Pickin, will begin at 8 p-m.
Saturday at the Wishing Well.
The arts and crafts fair will continue
at 10 a.m. Sunday with an ice cream
social, oldtime music and a gospel
concert, all beginning at 2:30 p.m.
Raffle drawings for the handmade
quilt, hams and automatic shotgun will




"I want to challenge my opponent to
come out of hiding and tell the people of
Kentucky what she would do if elec-
ted," Harold Rogers, Republican
candidate for lieutenant governor, said
of his Democratic counterpart, Martha
Layne Collins.
Speaking in a press conference with
Rowe Harper, the GOP nominee for
secretary of state, this morning in the
Murray Common Council chambers,
Rogers said he has spent the entire.
summer and early fall travelling
throughout the state discussing the
issues and meeting people.
According to Rogers, Collins "ap-
parently has been sitting at home." He
added her only concern, in the cam-
paign thus far in his' opinion, "has been
_a style show she just has taught in
northern Kentucky on what kind of
dress should be worn to a political
meeting."
His campaigning, according to
Rogers, has given him a "working
knowledge of Kentucky." He added that
he feels Kentuckians are most con-
cerned with the high cost of living and
an inability to make ends meet, energy
and fuel shortages, lack of jobs, poor
roads, government corruption and
education? •
Concerning Murray and Calloway
County, Rogers promised that he and
GOP Republican gubernatorial can-
didate Louie B. Nunn would complete
the uncompleted four-lane portion of
U.S. 641 north of Murray.
Jim Johnson, executive vice
president of the Murray-Calloway
-County Chamber of Commerce, at-
tended the meeting and asked if the
road could be connected to a major
highway instead of it "just ending."
Rogers said he will consider the matter.
Rogers also promised to improve
Highway 94 East from Murray to
Aurora.
Presently a commonwealth attorney,
Rogers said he would want to expand
his duties as lieutenant governor. He
added new responsibilites he could
assume would include attracting new
industry to the state and creating jobs
for Kentuckians.
Rogers said he felt the office was not
designed for someone to "Wear a
beauty queen crown serving
ceremonial cake and tea."
Harper reviewed his proposed
amendment "to stop musical chairs in
Kentucky's constitutional offices." He
referred to several politicans running
for state - offices following election to
another office.
He added the lone exception to the
amendment would be the lieutenant
governor running for governor.
A Owensboro businessman, Harper
also proposed that the offices of
secretary of state and treasurer be
combined. The functions are similar
and a merger could result in a $400,000
savings to taxpayers, Harper said.
Harper also called for an im-
provement in voter education. His plan
includes:
Conducting a survey of prominent
business, civic,- religious and com-
munity leaders to determine their
willingness to serve as speakers to
encourage voter registration and
voting,
Establishing a state speaker's bureau
for those leaders and make them
available to public and private
organizations and businesses for voter
education presentations,
Convening a statewide seminar for
these leaders to train them to the
mechanics of voter registration and
election laws and
Proposing that the voter education
program be taken to every state public
school.
Both candidates are scheduled to
meet at 2 p.m. today with the Chamber
of Commerce industrial committee and
to have an industrial tour of Fisher-
Price Toys.
Congressional Bill To Solve Issue
Of Alaskan Land Development
By ROBERT FURLOW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Ted
Stevens, R-Alaska, said today that
residents of his state want Congress to
pass a bill preserving much of Alaska's
acreage from development.
Stevens has fought for more than a
year to soften provisions of the bill,
which most Alaska government and
industry leaders consider an un-
welcome intrusion by the federal
government into state matters.
But he said the issue must be settled
soon to end questions of future land use
that are scaring off investors.
Settlement of the matter would
restore investors' confidence in future
land-use patterns "and lead to a stable
economy," he said.
Nearly one-third of the nation's
largest state would be protected from
much mining, logging and commercial
development under legislation before
the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee.
Sen. Mike Gravel, Stevens'
Democratic colleague from Alaska,
said he still considers the measure "a
bad bill." The bill was kept from the
Senate floor in the last days of the 1978
session when Gravel blocked it by a
parliamentary maneuver.
Elsewhere on Capitol Hill today, the
House Appropriations Committee was
taking up an emergency financing bill
needed to keep government paychecks
flowing but that also carries hotly
contested amendments on abortion and
a pay raise for Congress itself.
The House and Senate have not been
able to -agree on the wording of those
controversial provisions.
As a result, several departments are
having to struggle along on money left
over from the fiscal year which ended
Sept. 30, and that money is running
short.
Among agencies affected by the
stalemate are the departments of
Defense; Health, Education and
Welfare; Housing and Urban
Development; Agriculture; Tran-
sportation and Labor. Paychecks for
many government workers are
scheduled to go out later this week and
early next.
The stalemate also has given
representatives„ senators, top
bureaucrats and federal judges an
automatic 12.9 percent pay raise as of
Oct. I, an increase desired by neither
the House nor Senate.
The House passed a tougher version
last spring of the Alaska lands bill,
voting to give stricter protection to
some of the land and water and
designating about 110 million Alaskan
acres as national parks and wilderness
areas.
But both of Alaska's senators, Gravel
and Republican Ted Stevens, are on the
side of the state's government leaders
and commercial interests in firmly
opposing the House bill. And it is mired
deep in the committee.
New Park Board Member.
Says Park Great Asset
To Murray Community
"Our new park is a great asset to our
community and I'm sure we'll see only
' wonderful' things result from it," said
Florence Hudspeth, the newest addition
to the Murray-Calloway County Park
Board.
Mrs. Hudspeth said she hasn't had
time to find out too much about Park
Board plans since she was sworn into
office in early September, but she has
her own views about the community
and its parks.
"We're so proud of the new park and
the pool. The additional acreage that
hasn't been developed has unlimited
pOtential," she said.
Glowing with enthusiasm, Mrs.
Hudspeth said her four sons and
daughter practically grew up in the old
park.
"That park's recreational programs
were a terrific way for our children to
learn cooperation and to form bonds of
friendship with other children," she
said. "I would like to see the op-
portunities for that kind of relationship
built and expanded in our new park.
"If I'm lucky, perhaps I can bring
about some new ideas. It's wonderful to
be a part of the board and to share in its
decision-making role."
Mrs. Hudspeth's husband, Lewis,
coached a number of teams while his
-sons were growing up and approves of
all his wife's involvement with schools,
charity and church projects.
"I enjoy everything I do," said Mrs.
Hudspeth, "but sometimes I have a
hard time finding the time to dolt."
The Fisher-Price employee is proud
of hcjob with that company and says
she fas more industry wouldten boou*
to the community. Because most in-
dustry looks at the facilities available
In a community it is considering, she
said, the park may well become an
asset in that way, too..
Florence Hudspeth
Mrs. Hudspeth would like to see more
recreational and entertainment
facilities planned in the parks for
youngsters.
"Perhaps we ought to think of some
new uses for the old park," she said,
"and I also think something should be
provided for the senior citizens.
Perhaps a section of the old park, the
wooded area, could be beautified and
set aside specifically for their use. Oin:
parks should be for everyone."
Jean Blankenship, chairman of the
Park Board, said "We're happy to have
Mrs. Hudspeth off-the board. I know
she'll bring new insights to our
decisions, and we're all looking forward
to a good year of positive develop-
ments."
Board officials are E. L Howe, vice
chairman, Bettye. Baker, treasurer,
and Carolyn Adams, secretary. Other
board members are Billy Erwin, Gil
Hopson, Dick George; Billy Balentine,
Stan Key, Buddy Hewitt and Sid
Easley. Mrs. Hudspeth filled the
position of the late Chester McClinton.
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Seigerniwr
For Square Dancers Is Held
Following the addition of a
new wood floor in the multi-
purpose building at Kentucky'
Dam Village State Park. the
'Annual September Festival
progressed quite smoothly
this year. The eight day. event,
Sept. 22-30. included evening
performances and all-day
workshops for the dancers.
Sid Jobs of Murray is, and



























festival since its origin 12
years ago. - •
The participating square
dancers came from all over
the United States and Canada.
The average distance
travelled by- participating
couples w as 850 miles this
year compared to 902 last .•
year. Jobs attributes this to
the gas shortage, but he feels
that next year .the number of
wples participating will be
Approximately. 300 with the
new flooring. /-
Wood floor's are much less
.tring than dancing on car-
ted - (tnes," Jobs coin-
iented. Out of the 160 couples
ho participated this year 38
%ere from Missouri, 27 from
Kcmitutks and Florida, and 12
rom Texas. Sixty-eight'
percent of this year's couples.
have alread - booked for next
ear, he added.
The type of square dance
lone by the participants is
Western Style Square Dance.
The women dress in their
boufant skirts with yards and
yards of petticoat. As much as
50 yards make their skirts
float gracefully about the
dance floor, it was noted.
The festival committee had
to make use of two buildings
this year, but next year they
plan to use • only the multi-
purpose building with 200
couples dancing at 'one time.
Jobs stated that dancing is
quite strenuous. Their evening
performances lasted usually 3
hours which was equivalent to
about 5 miles of jogging.
Aceording to Jobs, "Square
dance is exercising with
friends to music."
Eight local cotiples are
basically responsible for the
Square Dance Festival. They
work very hard each year
preparing for the festival and
receive no payment' for their
efforts.
These eight couples are Ken
and Janice Berkley of
Mayfield, David and Clare
Harrison of Sedalia, Chuck
and Betty, Webber of Benton,
and Walter Michael, Nix and
Marge Crawford, Harold and
Myrtle Douglas, Toni and
Frances Brown, Sid and
Florence Jobs, and Ralph and
Dolly Lorenz, all of Murray.
The Berkley's will be taking
over as chairman of the
festival next year and Jobs
will be stepping into the host
category.
This • year their spectator
crowd exceeded that 2f
precious years and Jobs hopes
the numbers will continue to
increase in the future.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR • WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1979
What kind of day. will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES .
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)11)/4
Your attitude towards close cause problems with others.
relationships . is slowly un- Mind the store. --
dergoing a favorable change, GEMINI
New sensational offer
8x10 COLOR PORTRAIT
• L,mrt lire pe, s,,tryer.t. t•c, ;..ner tarr,r,
• Additional porttarts available n all sues at reasonable pnces
• Groups $1 25 each additional subject
IN Persons under 18 must be accomPanieg by parent or guardian
• Completely finished portSarts delivered at store
111 Always friendly, professional service.
Thus professional Duo Image. portrart rs one of the roost 
fascinating ways 1r1
capture cbfferent facial expressons on one portrait We can 
create two espres
sons of one person ot include two different people For example A 
mother and
chold together Let our professonals r reale a -Duo-Image 
especial!? loi
/violable at reasonable pnces
4
though work-related problems
could get to you.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20 ) dtkr7i,
A time to concentrate on
improving income potential.
Concern about finances could
(May 21 to June 20)
Other may not give you the
attention you crave. Today,
their needs may take
precedence over your own.
Romance is favored.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Energetic children may
interfere with your need for
quiet. Don't lapse into worry if
by yourself. Use leisure
moments constructively.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 44Q
Frenetic social activity.
could bring out the best and
worst in you. Limit activities
to those you can handle
without undue stress.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) Lnr
Though earning prospects
look good, you may be unduly
concerned about status. Be
content that the profits keep
rolling in.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Don't let a few financial
expenses dial your outlook.





( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
no9
nver-
Keep plans under wraps.
Early exposure may bring
criticism or skepticism from
others. Not the time to seek
financial backing.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A close ally may be under
tension. A career idea of a
friend may be lofty but im-
practical. Don't be so im-
pressed by somebody's im-
portance:
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Basic aims re career are
worthwhile, but today, little
problems may crop up. You
may not accomplish as much
as you'd like to. Patience!
AQUARIUS




parties into your confidence.
Romance is hot and cold.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Others may not go along
with a home improvement
plan. Mollify family members
who may be anxious or con-
tentious. Watch diet in p.m.
44a.•
Parker Celebration
To Be Here Sunday
wul 1blI1,. Jolui Lown- Parker
Mr. and Mrs. John Lowry. Parker, 114 North 12th Street,
Murray, will be honored on their golden wedding anniversary
with a reception at University Branch of the Bank of Mur-
ray, North 12th Street, Murray, on Sunday, Oct. 14. -
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 5 p.m. at the event to be hosted by their
daughter, Joann Edmonds and her husband, Billy Edmonds.
The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker were married Oct. 14, 1929, by the late
Rev. Lon Outland in Paris, Tenn. Their attendant was Mrs.
Parker's sister. Mrs. Lula White.
They have-one daughter, Mrs. Billy Edmonds, 502 Meadow
Lane, Murray. Their three granddaughters are Mrs. Steven
R. Tucker, Mrs. Robert L. Blalock, and Miss Kimberly Dawn
Edmonds. Their three treat grandchildren are Amy Lynne
Scott, Ryan Steven Tucker, and Camrnie Marissa Blalock.
Murravans Attend
Social fr ork Meet
Dr. Rosemarie B. Bogal and
Dr. Julie H. Lovins, assistant
professors, Division of Social
Work, Murray State
University, have returned
from the Mid-West School
Social Work Conference where
they Presented two sessions of
a workshop entitled. -Role
Dr. Rosemarie B. Bogal
Play and Structured Play .
Tools for Use in Family Life
Education."
The Workshop focused on
the use of . role play and
structured play as ways of
dealing • with interpersonal
difficulties. The presentation
included a tape whk h
depicted the application of
these techniques with a group
of Murray Middle School
teachers.
The Mid-West School Social
Work Conference, held in Des
Moines, Iowa, September K-
29, was attended by social
work practitioners a'nd





Dr. Bogal, a former school
. social worker in the Chicago
area, is currently chairperson-
of the social Work Committee'',
Kentucky Association .of
Social Work Educators, and a
member of the Kento( k,.
BMV14.
BYARS BOY
A baby boy, Brian Jert.ti,..
weighing six pounds 13 nuo-_
(vs, was born to Mr. and MI,
Ralph Jarnme Byars. 3:;10
Filson Street, Paris, Tenn., oil
Wednesday, St. 19, at 0,,
Murray-Calloway Count
Hospital.
The .mother is the Torinci
Barbara Jean McClain.
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES! 41410
•• 1:5et / •
SRAM* CAROM, lassiogor locale Wootborfsed, lasorvrtioriisi
Ortside Solos Coosoltoats: Willamo S. Ma*, Morlork Naga
711 Main St., Murray 753-0000 (4646)
OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM MON. THRU FRI.
We Write Air Tickets For All Airlines While You Wait vros so
We Honor The Same Credit Cards
The Airlines Do! Such As...
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAI. CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
Dr. Julie H. Lovins
Association of School Social
Workers.
Dr. Lovins, .,president of
KASWE, worked in mental
health, school Social work, and






Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women, will meet at 7 p.m.
with Edwina Bucy.
Cub and Boy Scut Leaders'
"Roundtable" meeting for
adults of the Chickasaw
District will be held at 7 p.m.
at the fellowship hall of the
First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Groups of Christian
Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. A. H.
Tasworth at 10 a.m. with
program by Mrs. Harlan
Hodges; IV with Mrs. Dave
Eldredge at 7:30. p.m. with
program by Mrs. Helen
Campbell.
 -
Murray Branch of AAUW
Will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
home of Irma La Follette, 808
North 20th Street.
Barkley Area Council of
International Reading
Association will have its
charter night banquet at Port-
0-Call Restaurant,- Cadiz, at 7
p.m.
Life and Learning Classes at'
Murray State University will
start as follows: Hatha yoga
at Room 226, Stewart
Stadium, West Kentucky
Birds at Room 507, Faculty
Hall, Strengthening Parental
Capabilities at Room 419,
Wells Hall, and "Reading For
Speed" at Learning Center,
Lowry Annex', all at 7 p.m.
Musicale of vocal and in-
strumental -solos, sponsored
by Sigma Alpha Iota, will be at
8:15 p.m. at Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State-
University.
Faculty piano recital by Dr.
James McKeever will be at
8:15 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity.
Murray Baud Boosters Club
will meet at the band room at
Murray High School at 7 p.m.
Clayborne Jones Sunday
School Class of First Baptist
Church will have a supperat
Fellowship Hall at 6:30 p.m.
Carter School Pa rent-
Teacher Association will meet
at 7 p.m. with an open house of
the school rooms planned.
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Health Center.
• I.
THE ACES RA G CORN, JR.
-History is a race be-
tween education and catas-




ily for him, he lost every
finesse in sight and, in-
stead of making his game,




West's opening lead. Was it
fourth best or was it a
singleton? ,He decided
against the latter and
finessed. After all, he rea-
soned, even if I lose to
East's club queen, I will
" still have plenty of shots at
my galna.
East won the club queen
and returned the nine (suit
preference) for. West to
ruff. West ruffed and re-
turned a heart and dummy
played the ace. Trumps
were drawn and dummy's
high clubs took care of _
declarer's losing heart.
Now all that was left was
to score a diamond trick,
but no finesses worked.
West collected/ two dia-
monds and declarer col-
lected hard times.
-You can make the hand
by avoiding all finesses,"
chastised North. South
didn't want to believe this,
so North gave him a full
explanation.
"Win the club king and
draw the trumps. Give up
on the finesses and lead
your king of diamonds.
West wins the ace and
leads a heart (best). You
can afford this finesse and
East wins the king. A heart
return goes to dummy's
lice and you lead another




• A Q 7
• 10 6 4 2
• A K 7 2
WEST EAST
• 7 5 3 2 • 6
✓ J 6 5 2 K 10 9 4
• A Q 9 7 • 8 5 3
• 3 4 Q 9 8 5 4
SOUTH
• A Q 10984
• 83
• K J
• J 10 6
Vulnerable: Both. Deal-
er: North. The bidding:
North East South West
I NT Pass 4 All
pass
Opening ,lead: Trey of
clubs
Dummy's diamond 10 is a
winner and the club finesse
becomes unnecessary."
"Not a bad way to play
the hand," admitted South,
_."I wish I had thought of it
in time to save our game."
Bid with Corn
South holds: 10-9-B
• A Q 10984
II 83
• K J
• J 10 6
, Tuesday, Oct. 9
Calloway County Y. F. Ettes
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
. Murray - Vocational School.
Note change of time Ironi
previous antiounceinent.
Murray Lions Club • will




meet as follows: Pacers with
Gail Barest at 9:30 a.m.;
Pottertown at Colonial House
and South Pleasant Grove at
Ellis Center, both at 10 a.m.;
..New Concord with Effie
Edwards and Harris Grove
with Mrs. Albert Gardner,





An invitational bid after a
minimum one no trump
response. Opener can pass
with a bad mipimum un-
suited foe play at spades.
Send bridge questions to The
Aces. P.O Box 12363, Dallas,
Texas 75225, witt self-addressed,
141•111Ped envelope for replv.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
Conununity Center with lunch
at 11:45 a.m., library program
at 12:30 p.m., and craft club at
1 p.m.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Ruth Wilson
with Mrs. John Irvan, Wesley
with Marjorie Crass, and
Hannah with Mrs. Dick
Butwell, all at 7:30 p.m.
Ladies Day luncheon will be
served at noon with Charlotte
Parker as chairman of the
hostesses. Bridge will be at
9:30 a.m. with Enid Sanders
and Imogene Hughes as
hostesses.
_Life and Learning Class on
American Collectibles and
Antiques will start 6 p.m. in
Room 113, Wells Hall, Murray
State University.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Triangle Inn.
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 2 p.m. at the church. •
Murray Art Guild will have
a workshop featuring Lyn
Crysler from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at
the guild, 103 North Sixth
Street.
Administrative Board
Dinner meeting of. First
United Methodist.Church Will
be at 6 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 11
Welcome Wagon Club %Ili
meet at 1 p.m. at the First
Christian Church and it
later go to Fern Terrace
Lodge to present a prograin
for the residents at 2:30 pin
ludependence United
Methodist Church Woinen wift
meet at the church at 7 pin.
Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
of the World will meet at the
Triangle Restaurant at 6 p.m.
Senior Citizens groups will
meet as follows: Murray froin
10 a,iit. to 3 p.m. at Ellis
Center; Hazel at 10- at
Hazel Coimpunity Center;
Lunch at Douglas Center at 12
noon.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have
a joint meeting and • salad
supper at 6;30 p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
"From Pulp to Paper" will
be the program presented
from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. al
Empire Farm, Land Between
the Lakes.
Dexter, Progressive, and
Town and Country are
hoiffernakeri clubs of
Calloway County schedqled to
ineet today and tonight.
International Film Festival.
of Murray State University
will present —Juliet of the
Spirits," an Italian film
.directed by Fellini, _at 1:30
p.m. and 7 p.m.. in the Student
Center Auditorium. A panel
discussion and introductidn
will be at 7 p.m. This is free
and open to the public.
Wendall Thompson,
photographer from Owen-
sboro, will present a slide._
lecture on his work at 7:30
p.m. in Room 423, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
Faculty recital by pianist
James McKeever, assistant
professor in Department Of
Music, will begin at 8:15 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall. Fine
Arts Center, Murray Stalq
University.
Soft, casual comfort
Added support under the arch.
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I. /at ia. of hentuck,----'Celebration Will
Be Held Sunday
-ders‘
11r. mu! ;Ir.,. Edgar Ilrvan
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Bryan of Benton will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary with a reception in the
Trevathan Room, Bank 'of Marshall County, Benton, on Sun-
day, Oct. 14.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The couple requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan were married Oct. 12, 1929, by Edward
B. Benscoe at Detroit, Mich., with Burnie and Ethel Messic
as their attendants. Mrs. Bryan, the former Maudie Collins,
As the daughter of the late John David Collins and Alice
Johnson Collins, and Mr. Bryan is the son of the late William
A. Bryan and Viannie Culp Bryan, all of Marshall County.
Children of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan are John W. Bryan, Johnny
Robertson Road, Murray, Wanda. Bryan -Castleberry, Ben-
ton, and Janet Bryan Saxon, Paducah. They have nine grand-
children and five great grandchildren.
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Luncheon Held By PEO Here
By. Dorothy McKenzie
Many out-of-town guests
were among the more than 150
persons who shared the buffet
meal served by members of
the Murray P.E.O. Chapter at
the Flavor of Kentucky
luncheon held Saturday, Sept.
29, 111 the community room of
the People's Bank on Chestnut
Street.
Among guests who
proclaimed the affair out-
standing, and a beautiful
party, were residents of
Menomonie, Wisconsin;
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada; and
Carbondale, Illinois, as well as
Paducah, Auburn, Cadiz,
Hazel and Madisonville, in
Kentucky and Germany.,
Mrs. Olga Freeman; in
charge of tables, had selected
autumn colors, spreading the
long serving table with brown
cloths and the many small
tables with brown Plavor of
Kentucky place mats and
yellow napkins. An
arrangement of colorful fall
vegetables and fruits was
background for the array of
more than thirty varieties of
foods displayed for the diners.
Small tables were centered
with bud vases of marigolds
and zinnias, with sprigs of
pyrocantha!
. General chairman for the
luncheon held to benefit the
Educational Projects of the
Sisterhood, was Mrs. William
Major; Mrs. Harry Sparks
served as co-chairman; Mrs.
Lewis Bossing, tiekets; Mrs.
Larry Doyle, door prizes; and
planning the Flavor of Ken-
tucky menu were Mrs. John C.
Quertermous, Mrs. James
Parker and Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey, Jr.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie made
a brief explanation of the
major projects through which
P.E.O. has furthered the
education of thousands of
young women. They are the
Educational Loan Fund of
more than three million
dollars; the fully accredited
Cottey Junior College, at
Nevada, Mo.; the Inter-
national Peace Scholarships
granted to graduate foreign
students, and the Continuing
Education Fund for women
whose training has been in-
terrupted before comnlotion.
Murray AA trw- Will
Hold Meet Tonight
The Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 9, at 7:15 p.m.
at the home of Irma La
Follette, 808 North 20th Street,
Murray.
Jo Lovett will present a
program on "Families Facing
Change," according to a
branch spokesman who said
all college graduates are
welcome. For information
persons may call Mrs. La





you can eat, $1.99.
Pass through our breakfast buffet as many times
as you like And enjoy all the scrambled eggs, bacon,
country sausage, hash browns. hot cakes, and biscuits
you can eat With all the coffee you can drink. For one very
sensible price Only $1 99. every day from 6 to10.
SIRLOIN '.' 'STOKADE
Quality that keeps you cornett' back.
Bel-itir Center
Door prizes were awarded
by Mrs. Doyle, assisted by
Mrs. Major. Among persons
chosen to draw the names
were Mayor and Mrs. Murphy
of Paducah, Mayor Melvin
Henley of Murray, and Dr.
Constantine Curris, president
of Murray State University.
Included in the many in-
teresting and valuable prizes
which continued the Kentucky
theme of the day were four
large prints by Kentucky
artists, Robert Burns-Wilson
and Paul Sawyer; these were
gifts from Governor and Mrs.
Julian M. Carroll and were
presented to Mrs. Rose Marie
Bryan, Betty Brockway,
Esther Jeatran of Menomonie,
Wisc., and Joe HoWlett, of
Auburn.
A painting from the art shop
or Mrs. Doyle went to Judy
Muehleman. A recently
published book "Kentucky
Women" by Helen Irvin was
awarded to Miss Erin O'Brien,
and another volume, "What's
Cooking in Kentucky," by
Jean Cloar Now At
National Meeting
Jean Clot', Extension
Agent for Home Economics in
Calloway County, is attending
the annual meeting of the
National Association of
Extension Home Economists
being held Oct. 8 to 12 at Rich-
mond, Va.
More than 80 Kentucky
members of the organization
will be in attendance. Mrs.
Cloar is serving on the
National Professional
Improvement Committee.
Irene Hayes of Hueysville,
was won by Marion Fox, a nev,
resident of our area.
Mrs. Walter Baker was the
recipient of a gallon container
of pickles, a gift of Paramount
Foods, Inc., of Louisville.
Mayor Murphy presented
the Duchess of Paducah
Commission to Mrs. Bertha H.
Hines of Hazel, and Mrs. June
Warden Smith was the winner
of a free week-end at the State
Park of her choice, as a guest
of the Kentucky State Parks
Department.
HUBBARD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Hub-
bard, Puryear, Tenn., are the
parents of a baby girl, Erin
Elizabeth, weighing six
pounds six ounces, born on
Sunday, Sept. 16, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. •
The mother is the former
Joyce Clendenin. Grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Hubbard, Route 5,
Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. R. A. Clendenin, Route 6,
Ppris, Tenn.
LUKER GIRL
A baby girl, Ashley Nichole,
weighing seven pounds one
ounce, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Luker, Jr.,
Crutchfield Route 1, on
Wednesday, Sept. 26, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs. Jean
Smith of Fulton and Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Luker, Sr., of
Crutchfield.
1Deatt-AG6w,
By Abigail Van Buren
Needlework
Makes Point
DEAR ABBY: Apparently most needlepointers are too
busy to defend themselves. so I must come to the rescue
with my first letter to Dear Abby!
I'm referring to a letter criticizing women who needle-
point or knit while attending meetings, visiting with friends
or whatever. You were right when you said it's "therapy for
some who need to occupy their hands, and it beats smokipg"
(although I'm sorry to say that some needleworkers smoket.
Howe'ver. I wish you had pointed out that doing
something with one's hands, whether it be needlepoint, knit-
ting, crocheting or embroidery, does not reduce one's ability
to listen or converse.
At a recent gathering of the girls, someone asked me what
I was knitting. "A dishrag." I replied.
"Humph." she grunted. "what a waste of time!" '
I just looked up and said. When I iet through I'm going
to have a dishrag. What are you going to have?" She
graciously admitted that I had a point.)
I'm enclosing the dishrag as a gift fer-you„Abby. Pease
use it and see if you don•t agree that needlework is not only
therapeutic, but useful as well.
PAULA S. IN HOUSTON
DEAR PAULA: Thanks for the dishrag. It wiped me out!
DEAR ABBY: I have read our column for years. but this
is my first Dear .Abby letter At the bottom of your column
you say, "If you need help with your problems, write to
ABBY." and could I ever use help with mine!
I am program chairman ot our PTA, and I would like to
start off witll something especially meaningful pertaining to
children since this is The Year of the Child. but I can't find a
thing. Can you come to ruy rescue?
. FAITHFUL
DEAR FAITHFUL: How's this? "A child is a person who
is going to carry on what you have started. He is going to sit
where you are sitting. and When you are gone, attend to
those things which you think are important. You,,may adopt
all the policies you please. but how they are carried out
depends on him.
"He will assume control of sour cities, states and nations.
He is going to move in and take over your churches, schools,
universities and corporations . . . the fate of humanity is in
his hands."
Abraham Lincoln
DEAR ABBY: A reader asked if a bride walkes UP tbe
aisle or DOWN the aisle, and you said she walks DOWN the
aisle to greet her groom. and they walk UP the aisle
together after they're married."
Wrong! -Actually the bride- walks down the NAVE:
The nave is the large separation in the center of the
church dividing the church in half. The aisleS. are on the
SIDES.
NITPICKER IN O(.'ALA. FLA.
DEAR NIT: Thanks. I stand corrected. I confess to never
having beard of -"Nave." INaive?)
DEAR ABBY: Love your column. I've wanted to write to.
you many times, but my .ical newspaper hardly ever
publishes your address. and when I've seen it, someone
alwaystthisroit7 the paper out before I can save your address.
READER IN WASHINGTON. D.C.
DEAR READER: Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90069. For I Personal lunpublishedl reply,
please enclose a stamped sell-addressed envelope. I answer
ALL my mail.
Who said the teen yeari are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abby:
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212. Enclose 31 and a




AT CONFERENCE — The J.C. Hainsworth family from Murray is pictured with Elder
Rex D. Pinegar of the First Quorum of Seventy at the Area Conference of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints held Sept. 22 and 23 in Atlanta, Ga. Elder Pinegar is
one of the General Authorities of the Church from Salt Lake City, Utah, and was a prin-
cipal speaker at the conference. This was the first area conference ever held by the
aurch in the southern states and wa`s. attended by over 13,000 members of the Chur-
ch from the states of Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky, and South
Carolina. The Church worldwide membership is over 4 million and Two thousand
members live in the Hopkinsville, Kentucky Stake which directs the Murray Branch of
the Church, a spokesman said. Pictured, left to right, J. C. Hainsworth, Boyd Hainsworth,
Karen Hainsworth, Norma Hainsworth, Elder Pinegar, and Kenneth Hainsworth.
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We hate to drag out that
overused word, "charisma,"
but no other will do to explain
the phenomenal outpouring of
enthusiasm and affection that
has greeted Pope John Paul H,
first in Ireland and now in the
United States. .
The word is, in fact, most ap-
.propriate for this man, since
one of its theological meanings
:s "a special divine or spiritual
gift." As few popes before him,
John Paul has shown a gift for
igniting excitement wherever
he has gone in the first brief
year of his pontificate.
Yet with the utmost respect
for the pope, this matter of his
personal charisma is
something he must want to pon-
der deeply when he returns to
Rome. What, besides drawing
record crowds, did his visit to
America accomplish?
Roman Catholicism may
• never have been more
"popular," thanks to John Paul
II. But neither has the authority
of Roman Catholic doctrine
been more challenged in
modern times.
In the .14 years -since Paul VI
became the first pope to visit
the United States, profound
changes have been at work both
within the church and in the at-
titudes of the faithful
throughout Christendom.
In this country alone, the
Catholic church has lost 67 per-
cent of its priesthood in the last
decade. Not enough priests are
being trained to replace those
retiring or dying or leaving to
get married.
Letter To The Editor
Polls show that significant
numbers of Catholics support
not only the idea of a married
priesthood but the right of
women to be priests.
In Washington, Catholic
women, including nuns, plan-
ned to wear blue armbands in
silent protest against the
decision not to permit women to
assist in administering the
mass on the Mall.
Catholics are seriously
divided over many questions,
including divorce and birth con-
trol. Many couples believe they
can use contraceptives and still
remain good Catholics - in
direct contradiction to the
teachings of this pope and his
predecessors.
At least 12 million baptized
American Catholics are so
inactive that they are con-
sidered to be -unchurched."
Despite these and other
problems, a little noted vitality
appears to be emerging from
the new pluralism of the
American church. Whether
these positive signs; which the
Polish pope doubtless comes to
these shores to nourish, will
outweigh the problems of the
last stages of the 20th Century
remains, of course, to be seen.
All Americans, whatever
their religious persuasion,
welcome the visit of John Paul
II to this country. Simply as a
human being, and despite all
the challenges to the church he
heads, John Paul II is a
towering figure of morality,
and there are few such figures
for people to look up to today.
Expresses Appreciation
Dear Mr. Apperson:
On the occasion of National
Newspaper Week, October 7-13, I would
like to express my appreciation to the
Ledger & Times for its many services
to the community.
As Regional Office Director, I am
personally aware and very ap-
preciative of the role your newspaper
has played in keeping the local com-
munity informed on public issues, in-
cluding news and information con-
cerning veterans.
Of the many services provided by
your newspaper and the nation's press,
one has been the vital role it has played
in informing the public about the needs
of veterans. In the past year, your
newspaper has printed numerous items
relating to veterans. As a direct result
of this and other support, veterans
enjoy the Free World's most com-
prehensive system of benefits.
The Veterans Administration, which
will celebrate its 50th anniversary on
July 21, 1980, today operates 172
Bible Thought
"No servant can serve two masters:
for either he will hate the one, and
love. the other; or else he will hold
to the one, and despise the other. Ye
cannot se7ve God and mammon."
Luke 16:13
Ambivalence always haunts the
child of God someone has saidthat we love God too much to enjoysin, but we love sinning too much toenjoy fellowship with God!
Mtirray Ledger & Times
AMPS 301-7001
Publisher  Walter L Apperson
Editor . R. Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Times ii published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
earners, 13.75 per month, payable in advance.
By mail in calkers, County and to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
Parts, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $22.00 per
year By mail to other destinations, 137 50 per
year
Member II Associated Press, Kentucky Preis
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
Ledger & Times as well ks all other AP news.
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medical centers, more than 400 clinics,
nursing homes, and domiciliaries,
more than 60 benefits offices and 141
cemetery sites and locations
throughout the nation. I hope you will
help us Celebrate the 50th anniversary
of the Veterans Administration bet-








By M. C. Garrott
It's National Newspaper Week,
A Time To Look At The 'Old Days'
The folks in the print media are ob-
serving National Newspaper Week this
week, and *hat an appropriate time it
is to look at the way newspapering has
changed since I was a wet-behind-the-
ears "cub" reporter on The Mayfield
Messenger.
Our newspapers have come a long
way. In fact, I don't know if I am smart
enough to work in one of - the
streamlined, electronic newsrooms of
today. --•
Gone are the old, fascinating-to-
witch liziotype machines and their
wizened operators. Gone are the
melting pots, the hand-set type, the ink-
blackened makeup tables, the heavy
page forms and the old webbed. flat-bed
presses.
In their places today are plush,
carpeted, air conditioned facilities
staffed with bright young folks working
with sophisticated, electronically'
controlled and computerized equip-
ment.












The Story Of -202
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
c",,,ght. ism
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N7ery much in the school news for the 1916 year was the lint -
girls basketball team at Murray- High, composed of Lillian Tvree.
Ruth Parker, Goldie McKeel, Mask Frank Diuguid and Ruth Tolle\ •
coached by Ruth Houston. For the first time a b()ys'basketball team
was organized at Murray High with Joe Waters, Raymond Tollev.
Tipton Wilcox, .Barber Palmer, Cva Byrd, which defeated Flint
School in match play. John Shelton coached.
Calloway County Fair Association was having a difficult task
making ends meet. Consequently, they offered It sale the Fair
Grounds at public auction. Mr. W. L. Whitnell purchased the
grounds and-buildings for S5,(X)0, hov.tever a stipulation 11 as attached
to the sale, stating it must be used for a county fair grounds. Another
fair organization was put together With Nat Ryan, chairman; R. D.
Simpson, J. 11. Ellis, Clint Drinkard, I. T. Crawford, 'Cons Frazier
and T. A. Beaman composing the board of managers. Mr. Whitnell
reluctautly surrendered deed to the property with the fair opening
for a four-day and. • Despite the expansive claims for the cleanest
county fair on record and the most successful, the county fair was
doomed to failure for Brother Taylor unceasingly challenged the
wisdom of a county fair, consequently effecting a boycott in attend-
ance and contest participation as he had done so well in the past.
Calloway County lost one of her most distinguished early citizens
in the death of Dr. C. N. Crawford of Lynn Grove. The medic was
owner of the electric plant in Murray at the time of his death. Also.
virtual)), every notable county achievement from the securing of
the railroad, good roads, higher prices for tobacco, county fair, pro-
posed interurban and fine livestock, was sparked by this disting-
uished gentleman. He died at the age of 60 years on Jan. 2, 1916,
and was buried at Goshen.
Confederate veterans in Calloway County who fell during the
year were H. F. Phillips of Hazel who died at the age.of 73 years
and buried in the Murray City Cemetery; Houston H. Miller died at
his home three miles east of Murray at the age IA 76 and was





cross-legged before ancient Underwood
or Royal typewriters, hats back on their
heads, cigarettes dangling from a
corner of their mouths and with two
fingers flying pounding out a story from
some notes hastily scribbled on a
crumpled piece of paper.
That's the way I remember the
editors with whom I worked at Mayfield
— Alton Hamlet, Nathan ( Fatty) Yates
and Jess Anderson. One exception:
Fatty couldn't sit cross legged.. He
weighed close to 400 pounds. He just
spilled over his chair and anything
close by.
And, he hit the typewriter keys so
hard with that right forefinger of his he
would punch out many of the letters.
You could hold his copy up to the light
and it would look like it had been hit by
a shotgun.,
+++
Today, Gene McCutcheon, Jo
Burkeen, Tony Wilson, Matt Sanders,
Debbie Lee and the others 'at The
Ledger write andset their own copy
into type right at their desks, Using a
complicated keyboard and a TV-like
* screen in front of them.
Just by touching keys, they can make
word or letter changes, erase lines or
parigraphs and do all kinds of things
like that before touching anotherikey
and putting the story into type within
seconds.
Instantly, they can get a listing of all
stories "stored" on a small disc about
the size of a 45 record and holding more
,copy than one edition of the paper
'requires — a quarter-million charac-
ters — or they can recall a particular
story to their screen for reading or
reference.
Their Associated Press news —
streams and streams of it — comes in
coded for them to select what they want
and play it through another 'piece of
mysterious equipment to be set in type
almost instantly. It's downright weird!
No hot metal is used any more. The
type is all electronically set, printed,
pasted down in place in the pages,
pictures taken of the entire pages,
plates made from these and put on the
big, high-speed press which spews out
the day's run of papers within minutes.
+ + 4-
When I started at The Messenger in
Mayfield, I was the sportieditor as well
as the one and only general news
_ reporter, although Fatty ground out
local news like a machine. My sports
page had to be all in by 9 a.m. That was
one deadline. .
From then on, my job was local news,
and I had a "beat." First, I went to tht
courthouse, stopping at all the offices to
see what was going on — the school
superintendent, circuit clerk, county
judge and attorney, sheriff, farm agent,
health office and so on.
Then I went to the police and fire
stations before heading back to the
office to convert my notes into copy
before the noon deadline. Once that was
done, it was to check with the two
funeral homes by phone. If either or
both had a body on hand, I'd go there
personally to get the information for the





Most of us do not fully understand the
attraction of the past, whether personal
or collective, but we feel it never-
theless. In a recent work, Indian author
V.S. Naipaul, born in Trinidad in 1932
and now living in London, referred to
his childhood memories of Hindu
beliefs and practices as "trapdoors into
a bottomless past."
Professional historians, however, see
history as not only a way of immersing
ourselves in our personal or social past
but also as a way of criticizing those
tsaditions and forces, be they past or
preseht, that stand in the way of our
self-knowledge and growth.
At 1 p.m., my job was to go up the
street to the Western Union office to
pick up the 14500 words of late news
from the Associated Press office in
Louisville, often nervously waiting
while Carroll Sullivan, the operator,
pasted down the little yellow slips; That
was all the late AP news we received,
and that was the way we got it.
It was a common practice for us,
however, to clip Associated Press
_ stories from The Louisville Courier-
Journal and the Memphis Commercial-
Appeal. We'd paste them on a piece of
paper and send them back to the
linotypes to be set for ow- paper. We
could do that all right.
The Commercial came in on the IQ
a.m., northbound train, and whenever
the paper was late coming out in the
afternoon, some joker invariably would
say. "The train must have been late
with the Commercial-Appeal this
morning. The Messenger is late getting
out."
+++
We went to press at 3 p.m. — much
later than the streamlined papers of
today — on an old flatbed press and
would have the day's run made in a
couple hours, provided the paper web
didn't break and Jelly Baker had to
fuss, cuss and re-thread it.
We could make changes in the page
and substitute stories up until Jelly
would lock up the heavy forms and put
the pages on the press.
This being World Series time also
brings back memories of how we used
to "move" those stories, which._ we
would have in the paper, play-by-play
and inning-by-inning, almost as soon as
the game was over.
We'd do this by listening to a radio
and writing the play-by-play as the
game went along. As each half-inning
was completed, that copy would be sent
back to be set in type. By the time the
game was over, the entire account of it
was in type, in that day's paper and out
into town. Illegal? Perhaps, but we did
it. Improvising was the name of the
game.
+++
It's a great world — the newspaper
world, we were should thank God for
our free press and what it means to the
American way of life.
You can fret and fuss about articles
that appear and do not appear in their
cohunns and you can cancel your
subscription if you want to protest that
far, but we wouldn't have our papers
today any other way.
At least, I wouldn't.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Tones
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL -
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses -
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Ihrksen Building Washington,
I). C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Budding
Washington. I). C. 20510
Murray Field Office. 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, 20515
STATE 1.EV El
State legislators may-he reached
in Frankfort when ape General
Assembly is in .session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to thetn in care
I if the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Haute 7 , •
V_Liyfield, Ky. 42066 
looking Back
10 1 ears Ago
A group of about 120 businessmen
rolled into Murray last night on the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
sponsored government tour of the
western part of the state.
Approximatay 100 local businessmen
attended the dinner meeting last night
at Holiday Inn and were urged by those
on the tour to fight harder for more
industry and Unprovements in the
community.
Aviation Ordinanceman Airman
Apprentice Gary D. Turner, USN, son
of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Turner of Murray
Route I, is serving with the Attack
Squadron 174 at the U. S. Naval Air
Station, Jacksonville, Fla.
Jayne Scott, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arlie Scott, Murray, attended the
Kentucky Youthpower Food Con-
ference held Oct. 2 to 4 at Louisville.
Births reported include a boy, Edwin
George, to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A.
Wisner on Sept. 30
Mrs. Leon Jones, regent of the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution,
opened her home for the recent meeting
of the chapter.
20 Years Ago
The minimum price support rate for
the 1959 corn crop produced in Calloway
County has been set at 41.17 per bushel,
according to H. B. Fulton, chairman of
the Calloway ASC County Committee_
Army PF(' Thomas C. Reeves, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert V. Reeves, Dexter,
is serving with the Eighth Infantry
Division in Germany.
Willie B. Wrather of Murray Route 4
has been appointed to the Calloway
'County Farmers Home Administration
Committee to serve along with Robert
H. Ross and Johnnie Walker.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry was installed as
governor of the First District of the
Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs
at the meeting held Oct. 6 at Marion.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford James and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Boggess.
A Charter review meeting for Cub
Scout Pack 90 was held Oct. 6 at College
High School. Starkie Colson, Jr., is cub
master.
30 Years Ago
The Blood River Baptist Association
will hold its annual meeting Oct. 19 and
20 at the New Harmony Church, ac-cording to the Rev. Henry Franklin
Paschall, moderator. The association is
made up of 42 churches with 8,541
members in Calloway and Marshall
Counties.
The Murray High School Tigers woa
their third straight football game by
beating the Fulton High Bulldogs here
by the score of 42 to 6. Robert Glin
Jeffrey, Will Mac Jones, and Dwain
Adams went over for the Murray touch-
downs.
The J. H.  Churchill Funeral Home
celebrated its 63rd anniversary on Oct.
8, according to R. H. Churchill, owner.
Bobby Eaker, Donnie Darnell,
Jerlene Lassiter, and Hyland Darnell
are new officers, of the senior class of
Lynn Grove High School.
Mrs. Mary Nix Ligon of Atlanta, Ga.,
has been' the guest of Mrs. Florence
Hale, Bradburn Hale, and other
relatives. -
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Sorrowful Jones" starring Bob Hope
and Lucille Ball.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Oct. 9, the 282nd
day of 1979. There are 83 days left in the
year.
Today'; highlight in history:
On this date in 1934, King Alexander I
of Yugoslavia was assassinated by a
Croatian student in Marseilles, France.
On this date:
In 1701, Yale College was founded in
New Haven, Conn.
In 1760, the Russians captured Berlin.
In 1871, nearly 1,200 lives were lost in
a forest fire which destroyed Peshitgo,
Wis.
In 1910, 400 persons perished in forest
fires which swept through six towns in
northern Minnesota.
In 1958, Pope Pills XII died at the age
of 83.
In 1973, Israeli jets attacked the
Syrian capital of Damascus.
Ten years ago: Czechoslovaks were
barred from travel to the West in the
most dramatic tightening of frontier
control since the Soviet invasion the
previous year.
Five years ago: Israel devalued its
. currency by 43 percent to improve the
country's balance of trade and cope
with inflation.
One year ago: The internationally-
known Belgian composer and singer,
Jacques Brel, died in Paris at age 49.
Today's birthdays: John Lennon,
formerly of the Beatles, is 39. Shortstop
Fred Patek of the Kansas City Royals is
35.
Thought for today.: In bye, a man IS
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Fall gives you the ideal
chance to handle necessary
cleanup jobs andiprepare your
plants and equipment for the
coming winter. The following
check list will trip you
prevent winter damage and
give you a head start next
spring.
• Leaf Removal
If leaf stack-up is a major
problem, you may want to use
power equipment fot
assistance. Consider a power
vacuum sweeper or an at-
tachment for your garden
tractor. To avoid wasting
potential compost, feed the
collected leaves into a
mulcher-shredder, or layer














Close all the chemical
containers, label properly,
and store in a locked cabinet
away from children and pets.
Garden Hose
Drain, connect ends, and
store indoors out of the sun to
prevent deterioration. Coil the
hose in a figure-eight pattern
to avoid kinking.
Sprayer and Duster
Your equipment will per-
form better and -last longer
with good care. H.D. Hudson
Manufacturing Company,
makers of garden sprayers
bnd dusters, suggest some
easy-to-follow rules for
storage of your sprayer this
winter.
A thorough cleaning and
oiling of sprayer parts is
important. To • effectively
clean the sprayer, you must
detach all its basic parts:
tank; pump, hose spray valve,
spray extension and nozzle.
Rinse the tank well. Use a
. toothpick to gently clean small
openings.
Lightly oil any mdving parts
on the pump assembly. After
the tank is thoroughly -.dry,
store . it by hanging upside
down in a dry place.
Hand Tools
Winter can be hard on tools.
They rust with nonuse. So it's
best to store them in perfect
condition. Aluminum - oxide
abrasive removes rust quickly.
by hand or with an electric
drill . disk sander. Rub all
metal parts with oil beTore you
put them away.
1 . *Pride In Work .
*Quality Craftsmanship
..': Top Service At Lowest Cost




























THE_P1.ANN1NG OF SPACE IN THIS house allows room for family togetherness but
also creates well-divided zones for privacy. A central gallery sets a smooth and logical flow
from One area to another. Outside, a low-walled entrance court is accentuated by a wood,
trellis and brick facade. Plan HA1120K has 1.768-square-feet. For more information
write —enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope—to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry
Park Court, Searingtown. N.Y. 11507.
By ANDY LANG
Newsfeatures
A leak in a water pipe
sometimes does not occur
through a hole but at a joint.
This kind f leak can usually
be stopped by tightening the
fitting at that point, but an
indiscriminate attempt to
solve the problem can result in
worse trouble.
The most common mistake
Of the novice is to begin
tightening a nut with a single
wrench. More often than not,
this manedver will throw the
whole line out of kilter. Two
wrenches should be used —
one (a pipe wrench) for
holding, the other for
tightening. Sometimes it is
necessary to loosen the mit a
bit, apply a pipe-joint com-
pound to the threads and then
retighten the nut.
Readers occasionally ask
how to replace a section of a
damaged pipe. Unless you
have had some experience in
working with pipe, you should
leave such a job for a plum-
ber. Also, local ordinances
sometimes forbid making a
repair of that kind without a
plumber's license. But if you








• SAFETY TIP-OVER SWITCH
ALSO
*PORTABLES FROM
120 VOLTS TO *4 KW 240 VOLTS
*WALL INSERTS & BASEBOARD
HEATERS NOW AT:
PICKENS 901 Arcadia




feel competent to tackle the
chore- and there is no
restriction against it, the trick
is to use two pieces of pipe to
replace the one that is
damaged.
After turning off the water,
cut the old pipe with a
hacksaw or pipe cutter
anywhere from 4 to 6 inches
from a joint. Unscrew the
short length of this pipe first,
then unscrew the long length.
Take these two pieces of pipe
to a hardware store or any
dealer that carries such items
and explain to him what you
intend to do. He will give you
two new pieces of pipe plus a
union or coupling. Screw one
length of pipe into one joint,
with the union added to the
open end. Screw in the other
piece of pipe, then-bring the
two lengths together with the
union after coating all threads
with a pipe compound.
If you have ever watched a
plumber make the
replacement, he may use the
two-pipe method or he may
make the repair with a single
;ection of pipe. Don't you try
..he latter or you will run into
trouble.
When there is a small leak irr
a part of a pipe that can be
reached conveniently, or when
a plumber is not available, the
leak can often be halted by
inserting a wooden plug,
tapered to a fine point, into the
opening. It must be forced into
place until it cannot easily be
removed by hand. A round
wooden toothpick also is a
possibility as a temporary
repair.
A more permanent repair
for a tiny hole in a pipe can be
made with a metal plug, a
material that hardens into
metals, fiberglass and epoxy
resin, certain types of
wrapping, clamps and various
other items. Some can be done
while the leaking area is wet,
some after it has been dried
thoroughly. To know which
kind will handle your problem,
explain the situation to your
dealer and ask him for a
recorrimenda don.
(Leaky faucets, clogged
drains, toilet tanks, noisy
pipes and dry wells are among
the subjects covered in Alio:1y
Lang's booklet, "Make Simple
Plumbing Repairs," available
by sending 35 cents PLUS a
Tong, stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How, P.O.
Box 477, _Huntington, N.Y.
11743.)
—Stop!










Se. 4111 Beside The Drive-la
753-4124
An Inexpensive Autumnal Lift
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
To provide an inexpensive au-
tumnal lift for stripped-down
sunnier interiors, rely on
changes of fabric, suggests a
group of New York area deco-
rators.
Substituting a dark, iv•uitry
fabric in slipcovers, pillows,
wind ew Coverings and floor
coverings adds coziness and
warmth to a room, says Louise
Rosenfeld.
Ms. Rosenfeld points out that
low-cost changes can be made
by massing dark-colored cush-
ions on sofas and chairs. At the
windows, whicA may be uncov-
ered or covered only with a
thin casement curtain, she sug-
gests adding hoed or unlined
draperies. In a bedroom, re-
place a hgfit summer spread
with a puffy quilt and dust
ruffle or with a quilt and an up-
holstered base.
In winter, you can afford to
go overboard with accessories.
Dried floral or leaf arrange-
ments that have been gathered
and processed at home add an
inexpensive warming touch.
And look for some brass acces-
sories. Their gold tones add a
decorative glow.
In the dining room or kitch-
en, buy or make some tie-on
cushions for the drning chairs.
Coordinate these with place-
mats or a tablecloth and cur-
tains in the same fabric.
For the inevitable wet boots
and umbrellas of winter, put
out an old rug or a tray. A
grain bin or-other antique chest
can be converted into an at-
tractive storage bin for gloves
and hats. -
If you have a mud room or a
back entryway, Ms. Rosenfeld
suggests recyclIng—kme old
school lockers, one for each
child, to hold coats, boots,
books and spats equipment.
Paint the lockers in bright, pri-
mary colors or cover them with
wallpaper.
To perk up a monotone color
scheme for winter, 'find a win-
try punt fabric to make drap-
eries, pillows, a table skirt and
lampshades; suggests .Laurette
Arnel.
If you are redoing your win-
dow coverings, consider in-
stalling vertical blinds colored
on one side in a strong color
such as burgundy red and on
the other in white or silver.
"And if you have an old fur
coat or can find one at a thrift
shop, turn the sleeves in and
use it as a throw, or cut it up
to make fur pillows,'' adds Ms.
Arne!.
The location of a
refrigerator or. freezer has a
lot to do with how well the
appliance performs. Both
units should be kept away
Irons the stove, direct sunlight
and heat vents.
Another idea from Ms. Arnel
that costs next to nothing is to
replace the cool, white in-
candescent bulbs you may be
using.. with pink-toned bulbs.
They throw a warm glow over
the entire room. • 
"A fresh coat of paint in
warm tones can work wonders
in changing the feeling of a
room from cool summer to
warm winter," say designers
Bernice Marcus and Anita Rap-
Fogel.
You can dress up the bed-
room and bath fdi- winter by -
changing the sheets and towels
to new ones in deep, *k
tones.
Bare windows, so fashionable
and appropriate in warm
weather, should be covered in
the interest of both coziness
and energy savings Lined cor-









Custom Built K,tchen Cabinets or
Give Your Oici Cabinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out
•
Miter








Gary Loveu and Roger Staubaeh, star quarterback
for the Dallas Cowboys
He's the guy with top values on Carrier's
famous Year-round One heat pump — the
remarkable system that heats, cools, and saves
you money year 'round. And with a deal like







Call us today — 000t watt to start saving'
Quality Service
402 Sunbury Circle




• 24HR. SERVICE 
REMODELINGe MAINTENANCE REPAIR
We Specialize In
Mobile Home & Home Improvement
*ALUMINUM 8 VINYL SIDING *GUTTERING
•PIPE INSULATION —• ROOF SEALING
• CARPORTSt
• UNDER PINNING




Discount to Senior Citizens
527-9307
For hearth-warming comfort, nothing beats the s-ida aft
HOMESTEADErav
A thermostat-controlled cirCulating heater now
with FLAME-VIEW window So you can see the
fire's cheerful glow while yOu enjoy its warmth.
Give your heating system a boost that lets you
take on cold winter weather. The HOME-
STEADER'S efficient design provides lots of
heat on relatively little wood, and you can get a
good night's sleep with one fueling!
• Good looking cabinet With BONDERIZED
enamel finish Top is hinged and lifts easily
for cooking (glass fronted -models only).
• Liners, flue collar, ash doors and ftre doors
are all durable cast iron.
• Firebox is strong, welded steel construction
• Heavy, reinforced ribbed Cast iron grate
• dLiasrpgoes,aislide-out ashparl for quick ash
• Strong, double-walled Cabinet door
• Automatic thermostat control to give
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OCTOBER 11 - 12- 13
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
Doors open: 6:30 Showtime: 8:00
TICKETS
$9.50
(Show, Buffet Dinner, Drinks,
fax & tip included)
753-7511
/Reservations suggested)








SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
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Weaver Concerned About DH-Less Series
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE — Baltimore Manager
Earl Weaver is concerned about losing
the use of his designated hitter as the
Orioles' prepared to open the 1979
World Series tonight against the Pitt-
sburgh Pirates.
"It certainly is going to make a
difference," said Weaver, boss of the
American League champions.
Manager Chuck Tanner of the
National League champion Pirates
made it clear he would rather play
without the DH, an American League
institution disdained by the National
League.
"We haven't had to do without it since
the 1971 World Series," lamented
Weaver. "Lee May (the Orioles DH in
the regular season), was a tiig part of
our offense. What effect it has will
depend on. the other eight guys in our
starting lineup," Weaver said.
Tanner, who managed in the
American League and Is familiar with
the DH's affect on the game, estimated





PITTSBURGH ( Kison, 13-4)
CBS Television, 7 p.m.
"But rd rather manage without it,"
said the Pirates' field boss. "It's a
different ball game. Pitchers stay in
longer. You don't need the long
reliever. And why shouldn't a good
hitting pitcher bat? Why should he be
penalized?"
The DH is used every other year in
the Series, and last year, when the New
York Yankees beat the Los Angeles
Dodgers, Reggie Jackson had nine hits
in 23 at bats with two home runs and
eight RBI. The Dodgers' main DH was
Lee Lacy, who went 2-for-14.
May hit 19 home runs and had 69 RBI
this season as the Orioles DH.
Obviously, the Baltimore offense has to
suffer.
Bruce Kison, Pittsburgh's starting
pitcher in the first of the best-of-seven
game Series, had eight hits, scored
eight runs, drove in six, including four
with a grand-slam home run. He hit just
.145.
But the only contact Orioles' starter
Mike Flanagan has had with the bat is
seeing it in somebody else's hands.
Flanagan, however, was 23-9 with a 2.65
ERA and is the big favorite to win the
Cy Young Award as the AL's out-
standing pitcher. He was baseball's
winningest pitcher this year.
Kison was 13-4 with a 3.14 ERA, and
was outstanding in the Pirates' Sep-
tember drive to the NL Eastern
Division title, winning his last five. He's
Photo by Bruce Turnbow
Greg Evans ( 17 ) returned this interception 51 yards against UT-Maqin Saturday, and his efforts earned him co-player-of-
the-week honors on the Murray State squad. •
also 4-0 in postseason play.
The last time the Pirates were in the
Series was 1971. the last time the
Orioles were in the Series was 1971.
Kison pitched one-hit ball for 61-3 in-
nings in relief as the Pirates won the
fourth game on their way to a seven- '
game triumph.
The Pirates, who reached the Series
by sweeping the NL West Division
champion Cincinnati Reds in their best-
of-five championship set, were con-
cerned about the condition of the
Baltimore playing field. The Baltimore
Colts played in the stadium Sunday in a
National Football League game against
the New York Jets and the natural turf
was torn up.
Weaver alleviated the Pirates' fears.
' "All I can say," he said, "is that the
ground crew worked miracles. All the
cleat marks and divots from the foot-
ball game have been filled in. They
worked on their hands and knees to do
the job. It will be playable. That is,
without rain ..."
Baltimore, which led the majors with
102 victories this season, beat the West
Division champion California Angels 3-
.1in the playoffs, and hosts the first two
games. The middle three are scheduled
for Pittsburgh, and the final pair, if
needed, in Baltimore.
!leaver admitted he was having
trouble deciding on a starting lineup
because of his inability to use the DH. If
he decided to put May in the lineup it
meant moving a 1,t of players around
defensively. The odds are May's Series
role will be as a pinch hitter.
The Orioles are expected to 'Total
Lowenstein in left field, Al Bumbry in
center and Ken Singleton in right, with
Eddie Murray at first, Billy Smith and
Mark Belanger the second base-
shortstop combination, and Doug
Decincei at third. Rick Dempsey is
expected to catch Flanagan.
Tanner made no secret of his lineup
and batting order against left-hander
Flanagan: center fielder Omar
Moreno, shortstop Tim Foli, right
fielder Dave Parker, left fielder Bill
Robinson, first baseman Willie
Stargell, third baseman Bill Madlock,
catcher Steve Nicosia, second baseman
Phil Garner and Kison.
Stargell, captain at the Pirates and a
leading candidate for the NL Most
Valuable Player award, played on the
1971 Pirates in their Series triumph
over the Orioles. He refused, however,
to compare the teams.
The Orioles were listed as 6-5
favorites to ttin the opener, and given a
slight edge for the Series because of
four games scheduled here.
Pitchers scheduled for Game Two
Wednesday night are Jim Palmer for
Baltimore and Bert Blyleven for the
Pirates. Palmer, according to Weaver,
will be the only right-handed starter in
the Series against the predominately
left-handed powerhitting National
Leaguers.
'The Man's' A Flake
Stanhouse Likes It When Everyone's Nervous
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
BALTIMORE — You don't.
havve to be a pitcher to be a
flake, but it helps.
Take Don Stanhousr,. ec-
centric right-handed relief ace
of the Baltimore Orioles. You
take him. The hard-hitting
Pittsburgh Pirates inay not be.
able to in the World Series,
starting tonight in Memorial
Stadium.
He's some Rind of cat, this
Stanhouse — a throwback to
such nonconformists as Lefty
Gomez and Flint Rhein and
one who fits comfortably with
such modern duplicates as
Sparky Lyle, Al ("The Mad
Hungarian" ) Hrabosky, Bill
'Grass-on-My-Cornflakes").
Lee and Mark "The Bird"_
Fidrych.
Stanhouse is a whimsical-
looking character with a light
red frizzled Harpo Marx
hairstyle, a apustache that
dips down to his chin and a
madcap personality that has
wade him the tension-breaker
in the Orioles' clubhouse.
Teammate Mike Flanagan,
. has dubbed him - "Stan the
Man Unusual."
Stanhouae liked the team's best hitter is up,
sobriquets° much that he had 4. swinging the lumber
a tee shirt made with the
nickname on front plus a
caricature -Of sa pitcher
sticking out his tongue. He
distributed the shirts to all his
fellow Orioles. He saved a
spare for the ,stuffed gorilta
which sits atop his clubhouse
locker.
He is a bachelor who cloaks
his zanyisins in a morbid
exterior. He ten:ds _ toward
black clothes. He drives a
black car. All the furniture in
his pad is black, including the
telephone.
"I think he is working to be a
mortician," quips catcher
Rick Dempsey.
Chalices are you'll be seeing
a lot of . "Stan the Man
Unusual" during the next 10
days. He's Earl Weaver's
favorite run plugger 445 saves
the last two seasons (although




batters than he strikes out. He
likes to live dangerously. He
isn't comfortable unless the
bases are full and the other
'Overworked' Raiders Topple Dolphins
By ERIC PREWITr
AP Sports Writer
OAKLAND — The Oakland
Raiders' defense had a right to
feeloverworked.
But Ted Hendricks was only
kidding when he described his
thoughts on the iyiterception
which played such a big part
in Monday night's 13-3 victory
over the Miami Dolphins.
"That's my first in-
terception for a touchdown,"
said the Linebacker who has
intercepted 23 passes over 11
National Football league
seasons.
"I don't like to see us get.
touchdowns -on defense. It
means we have to go right
back onto the field again," he
added. ".1- was thinking of
stepping out of bounds at
about the 5-yard line."
The tall linebacker ran 23
yards into the end zone,
however, for the Raiders'
second lauchdown in the
ripening minutes of the third
period. Miami, held to 35 net
yards in the first half, was
down l.3-and alew offensive
errors were-yet to come.
Delvin Williams plunged 1
yard for a touchdown late in
the third'period, but the third-
down play was nullified by a
motion penalty, linebacker
Phil Villapiano knocked down
a pass and the Dolphins set-
tled for Uwe von Sctamann
field goal and their only points
in the nationally televised
game. ,
The Raiders, 27-3 winners
.over Denver last week, evened
their season record at 3-3 and
dropped the _Dolphins to '4-2.
Oakland is back in the AFC
West race while Miami is tied
with New England for the AFC
East lead.
"We made little mistakes,
but they • took on great
magnitude," said Larry
Csonka, whose running ac-
counted for many of the yards
in the drive from Miami's 25-
yard line to inside the Oakland
1.
"Our special teams made
errors again, serious errors.
We have to get untracked and
do the things that win football
games," said Coach Don
Shula.
- A week earlier, in Miami's
:first loss of the season, a
blocked punt gave the New
York Jets a touchdown. In the
Monday night loss, Tony
Nathan fiunbled the ball away
as he returned the second-half
kickoff and the Raiders scored
four ,plays later orT-Ren
Stabler's 14-yard touchdown
pass to tight end Raymond
Chester.
Jim Breech missed the
extra point attempt, kicking
wide to the ;right. and- the
Raiders' offense gained only
56 yards over the final 2fi.
minutes of the game. But
Hendricks' interception Sent
them into the 13-point lead
which proved more than
enough. .
"It was a poor -decision. a
poor play," said Miami Coach
Don Shula, describing the pass
Bob Griese aimed toward
tight end Bruce Hardy on the
right side.
"It was just a bad pass.'
said .Griese, who also was
.. sacked six times on the rough
night.
Beaten Tennessee Falters
Reggie Kinlaw, a rookie
lineman who sees spot duty for
Oakland, made three sacks
and aided on another. fits last
sack canoe on a fourth-and-two
play at the Raiders' 12-yard
line early in the final period.
"It was my decision to go for
it, get a touchdown On the
board and get something
going," said Shula.
But for the second straight
game, no touchdowns were
put- on the board against the
Oakland defense.
"That's, quite a feat," said
Coach Torn Flores. "Miami
moves the ball against
everybody."
Williams and Csonka gave
the Dolphins 169 yards
rushing. The 32-yard-old
Csonka totaled 8.3 yards,
giving him a six-game total of
350, more than hip season total
with the New York-Giants last
year.
"He looks like the old Larry
Csonka to me," Flores said of
the fullback who returned to
the Dolphins.
"There are bruised
shoulders all over...this locker
remit -because of Cxolika,"
added Hendricks.
USC, Others Retain Rankings
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Wrirer
The top five teams, led by
Southern California, remained
the same today in The
GARAGES CUSTOM BUILT
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE — WE URGE YOU TO COMPARE










BEST TIME TO SEE 
Completely Erected &
Concrete Floor
Plus Freight 1. Tow
•
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
P nos 689, Hwy 68 West — Cadiz, Ky. — PH 1 502-522-MBIS
ay Croliurs• CM"
Associated Press college'
football poll while Washington •
slipped past Houston into sixth
place and Auburn cracked the
Top Twenty for-the first tone
this season, replacing Ten-
nessee.
The Trojans Of Southern
Cal, 50-21 winners over
Washington State, received 53
firse-plate votes and 1.285 14 a
possible 1,300 points from, a
nationwide panel of 65 sports
writers and broadcasters.
Alabama, Oklahoma and
Texas held down the 2-3-1
spots, -as they have sine the
preseason poll.
Alabama, which blanked.
Wichita State 38-0, received 11
first-place votes and 1,248
Pgi.114. Oklahoma, which
trounced Colorado 49-24.
received 1,126 points while the'
other first-place ballot went to
Texas, which dgfeated Hice
26-9. The Longhorns totaled
1,101 points.
Nebraska retained fifth
plate • with 1,059 points
following a 57-0_ rout of New
Mexico State.
However, Washington,
seventh a week ago, crushed
Oregon State 41-04and edged
Past Houston into sixth place
with 889 points. The Cougars,
Who squeaked past Baylor 13-
10, dropped from sixth to
seventh with 884 points.
• Rounding out the Top Ten.
just as they did last week.
were Ohio State, Florida State
and Notre Dame. Ohio State
beat Northwestern 16-7 and
earned 781 points, Florida
State blanked Louisville 27-0
amid-received 756 points while
Notre Dame held off Georgia
Tech. 21-13 and polled 664
Points.




Young, North Carolina State.
Auburn, Michigan State and
Purdue. -
Last week it was Michigan.
Purdue, Arkansas, N.C. State,
Missouri, Michigan State,
I-SU, North Carolina, Ten-
nessee and BYU.
Previously unbeaten
Tennessee lost to 14&sissippi
State 28-9 and fell out of the
rankings. That made room for
Auburn, which handed N.C.
State its first setback 44-31.
ominously.
Such was the case in the
second game of American
league playoffs last week
when, trying to save an early
9-1 lead which suddenly, had
deteriorated lo 9-4, Weaver
sent the raligy righthander
into the breach in the eighth
inning.
Before one 'could say
-Charlie 0," the ,score had
gone to 9-8 and Stanhouse,
walking the first batter, had
the bases full and the Orioles'
leading hitter, Brian Downing,
at the plate.
Stanhouse says he likes it
when everybody is nervous
and he isn't, adding, "It's
fun." -
Lefty Gomez is chairman
emeritus of the "Flake Club."
Once he stopped a World —
Series_ game to stare at an
airplane overhead. "You don't
see many of them things," he
apologized. Another time
before a game in lioston's
Fenway Park he changed
clothes in a phone booth,
explaining, "I wanted to get-
used to those short fences."
Flakes? Welcome to the







'Bruce Kison hit .145 this
season, and he looks like a
curtain rod alongside Pitt-
sburgh Pirate teammates
Willie Stargell and Dave
Parker.
But Kison did hit a grand
slain homer this year, so he
was happy to have the chance
to swing the bat in tonight's
World Series opener with ,the
Baltimore Orioles.
And the rest of the Pitt-
sburgh Pirates were
predictably pleased that no
designated hitters will be
used. The American League
rule allowing fthem is applied
only every other year in the
Series.
"I enjoy hitting. I'm a weak
hitter, but I enjoy it," said
Kison, a 13-game winner who
was to start tonight against
Baltimore's 23-game winner,
Mike Flanagan.
Kison had his grand slam
Aug. 26 off Bob Shirley of the
Sari DiegO Padres. Jim Bibby
had the only other two homers
by the Pirate pitching staff
t his Season.
Beyond batting, Kison
welednies the fact that he
won't have to pitch against a
designated hitter:The Orioles'
DH, Lee May. had 19 homers
and '69 RB1t season.
"I'd rather see a pitcher up
there than a lee May, or
auybody," Kison said.
Pirate Manager Chuck
Tanner, who used DH's while
he was in the American
League, said he'd rather not
use them.
"I just think it adds more to
the game without it," said
Tanner.
"The pitchers benefit if they
are good athletes, and the





Lindsey Hudspeth was the
choice on offense, but three
players received the nod on
defense for Murray State
player-of-the-week awards for
the Racers' 24-0 defeat of UT-
Martin Saturday.
Hudspeth rushed for 60
yards and scored two
touchdowns in starting for-in-
jured tailback Danny Lee
Johnson.
Terry Love, Greg Evans
and Mike Watson were the
defensive choices after im-
pressive outings. Love had
five tackles and graded out 96
percent; .Evans made three
tackles, recovered a fumble
and intercepted a pass; and
Watson had six tackles, in-
cluding one for a loss of yar-
dage.
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By BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
• When the final play was run,
folio% ed by- the final gun, Phil
Salmis of the New York
Giants had what could only be
described as some pretty
mediocre statistics-.
• But he had what Joe
Namath never had, what Fran
Tarkenton never had, what
Terry. Bradshaw, Bart Starr
and George Blanda never had.'
What blond-haired.,
brighteyed Phil Simms had
was a victory in his first start
as a quarterback in the
National Football League.
Now, this is not to say that
Simi!' s is ready to be com-
pared to that list of superstars
just yet.
But. then again, after
Nemeth called his first play as
a starter for the New York
Jets back on Sept. 26, 1965,
people didn't start comparing
him to Otto Graham.
When -Tarkenton began
scrambling for the Minnesota
Vikings in their second game
ever, on Sept. 24, 1961, nobody
was calling . him the new
.Saiiiiny Baugh.
When Bradshaw became
No.1 with the Pittsburgh
Steelers and Starr the starter
with the Green Bay Packers,
fans dOln't begin envisioning
another Sid Luclunan.
And. when Blanda started
his first game for the Chicago
Bears. ..Graham, Baugh and
Luckinan were still playing.
Whew!
%Innis. a No.1 draft choice
whom most Giants lens
considered a relative nobody
out of a relatively nowhere
school ( Morehead State in
Kentucky), was thrown
against the NFL's best
defense last Sunday when the
then-winless Giants played the
then-unbeaten Tampa Bay
uccaneers.
He didn't throw much of
anything against the Bucs,
passing -just 12 times and
completing six for 37 yards. In
fact, Simms wound up with 18
net yards passing. He lost
more 119 yards on two sacks I
trying to pass.
' But as Simms said aftr the
Giants had beaten Tampa Bay
17-14 with Billy Taylor rushing
for 148 yards and two touch-
downs: -I didn't have to pass.
I was happy not to have to. If
-you don't have to, why
bother"
Why, indeed?
When Namath started his
first game he threw 40 passes
and completed 19 of them for
:27 yards and two touchdowns
— and the Jets lost 33-21 to
Buffalo.
When Tarkenton was given
his first start against Dallas in
the Cotton Bowl, he threw the
ball '24 times, connected with
receivers eight times 'for 117
yards ( and scrambled twice
for 28 yards in the Vikings'
21-7 loss to the Cowboys.
Prep Football Weekend Results In Ranking Changes
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Losses
by,four of last week's ranked
high school football teams
meant expulsion from The
Associated Press state poll for
two, demotion for one and no
change for another.
The biggest crash was heard
in Class AAA, where top-
ranked Scott ,County suffered
its first loss of the season, 17-3
to Franklin County: But the
Cardinals merely dropped to
second Since the Flyers are
ranked third in State AAAA.
Paducah Tilginnan,• 5-1,
kept its No. 5 ranking in State
AAAA despite a 16-6 loss to No.
2 Bowling Green.
But the voters ivere less
kind to Independence Simon routed Shawnee 50-0, and No.
en on, a — ,W I W
ranked in AAA until losing 14-
13 to Erlanger Lloyd. The
Pioneers were replaced by
Barren County, 7-0, which
bombed defending AAA
champion Russell 35-7.
Somerset. 5-2, was four-
thranked in AA before a 27-17
loss , to Boyle County. its
replvement. •
• Little else changed this
week, however.-
Louisville Trinity, 6-0,
continued as the No. 1 team in




No. 3 Butler, 7-0, shut out Male
21-0: No 4 Bishop David, 6-1,
Calloway Co. Freshmen
Run To Fifth Triumph
Calloway County scored all
its points in the first half and'
coasted to a 264victory over
Lone Oak in a freshman foot-
ball game yesterday at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Jeff Garrison ran for two
touchdowns and was responsi-
ble for the other two Laker
scores as Calloway raced to its
fifth victory without a defeat.
On the Lakers' first offen-
sive play, Garrison ran 37
yards for a- score. Then, on
Lone Oak's subsequent
possession, Garrison scooped
a Purple Flash fumble and
scooted 72 yards to boost
Calloway ahead 12-0
In the second quarter, he
took a handoff and fired a pass
to Craig Darnell for a 72-yard
scoring play. The pair combin-
ed for an almost identical
play, this one from 25 yards
out, later in the quarter to give
the Lakers their overwhelm-
ing halftime advantage.
"Our defense played a
whale of a game, too," said
Calloway coach Joe
Stonecipher. On two occa-
sions, the Lakers stopped
Lone Oak after the visitors
moved inside the Calloway 10-
yard line.
Calloway will seek to extend
its winning streak Oct. 18 at
Durrett 35-14.
Owensboro maintained its
domination of State AAAA
with a 14-0 victory over
Henderson County. The Red
Devils are now 8-0. They were
followed by Bowling Green. 7-
0. and Franklin County, 8-0.
No. 4 Lexington Tates Creek,
6-1,, struggled past Mid-
dlesboro 7-0, and was followed
by Paducah Tilghman.
Franklin-Simpson replaced
Scott County as the No. I team
in AAA. The Wildcats raised
their 'mark to 7,-0 with a 32-2.3
defeat of Warren Central.
Belfry. 6-0, remained No. 3
after humbling Matewan,
W.Va.. 56-6. Lincoln-County, 7-
0, shut out Knox Central 34-0
and moved up a notch to
fourth. Barren County was
fifth.
Mayfield, 7-1, rolled past
Marshall County 30-12 and
kept its No. 1 AA ranking.
Corbin, 7-0, did not play and
remained second. Heath, 6-1,
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP — Here are the
top five ranked teams in Kentucky high
school football. with ftrst-place votes in
parentheses, records and total points
Jefferosa Co AAAA
I. Trinity 16 6.0 164
2. Iroquois '3,7.4 iii




1..0wensboro ,17) 6-0 iN
2. Bowling Green 11
1 Franklin Co (1 i
4. Lel Tate Creek S-I 72
S. Pad Tilghman
Class AAA
I. Franklin-Simpson (111) 7.0 176
1 Scott Co r2) •
3. Belfry • 64131
4. Lincoln Co 7.0 64
5. Barren Co 7.0 24
Class AA
1. Mayfield (17)
2. Corbin (2) 7-0 151




. 1. Filch Madison 110




New England 4 2 0
Miami 4 2 0
Buffalo 3 3 0
N.Y. Jeff,. 2 4 0
Baltbnore • 1 5 0
Cowing
Pittsburgh 5 1 0
Cleveland 4 2 0
Houston 4 2 0
Cincinnati 0 6 0
West
Denver 4 3 0
kannCity 4 2 0
SanDlego 4 2
lkland 3 3 0
Seattle 2 4 0
Moaday's Germs
Oakland 13, Miami 3
%edgy, Oct. 14
Buffalo at Miami
New fw3esiss at Tamps Bay
Pittaburgli at Cincinnati




Denver at Kansm City
Houston at thltimore
Atlanta at Oakland
Detroit vs Green Bay st Milwaukee
Seattle at San Diego
Loll Angeles at Dallas, (n
Oct LS
Minnesota at New York Jets I n
Pikeville. 6-1., ripped Morgan
County 39-0 and moved up to
fourth. Boyle County, 6-0, was
ranked fifth.
There was no change in
Class A; where top-ranked
Rihmond Madison thumlied
Berea 26-6 and improved to 5-
1. Secondra liked Elkhorn City.
7-0, nipped Virgie 13-12; No:-3.
Paintsville, • 5-1. routed
Johnson Central 20-0: No. 4
Harlan, 8-0. overpowered
Lone Jack 46-12, and No. 5
Bellevue, 5-2. beat-Newport 26-
13.
AN UNSEEN ACE
FORT WORTH. Texas AP
-- Orville. Moody. the "Old
Saree'• of pro golf, made a
hole-m-one in the fourth round
of the Colonial Open, but he
didn't enjoy it as much as he
might have.
"My caddie got excited
when he saw where the ball
was going and jumpedin front
of me," Moody said. —I never
saw it go in."
Best-el-Seveo Series
Tuesday's, Game
Pittsburgh Alton 13-7 at Baltu•
Flanagan 23-91,n
Sunda,. fkt. 14









New York 115, New Jersey 107
Phoenix III, Denver 73 .
Utah 104, Los Angeles 100
Indiana 121. Milwaukee 100
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McCuaton Auto Electric.,. 6,1
'earn
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC
Paradise Kermels  572
Lynn Grove Market . .
MSU ROTC
HIGH ItAM GAME (HC
Lynn Grove Market 
Slmemaker Seed Co 
Ky Lake Oil Co. 
MGM TEAM SERIES SC
Paradiseiwatido 
I .ynn Grove Market 
Shoemaker Seed Co 
Ky. Lake OU Co.0,3
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Ann Green 
Lois Smith  IN
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HIGH IND. GAME (HC
Pain scot:  re
Arm Green  217Yalta Ross 217
- HIGH IND. SERIES S4 •
Lois irnith .  • SrAnn Green 
Marie (lark . 
- - —
Photo by Tony Wilson
Calloway County's Jeff Garrison looked for running room during last night's freshman football game against Lone Oak.Garrison scored twice as the Lakers romped 26-0.
'We Believe III
SEALY POSTUREPEDIC-
The Beet 'You Can Buy!
Every marl:ling your back
will tell you thr difference
We beliese Sealy Posturepedic quality can make \ our morn-
ings very special: no morning backache from sleeping on a
too-soft mattress. Posturepedic is a Unique Back Support
System, designed in cooperation with leading orthopedic
surgeons for firm support without sacrificing comfort, fry
it—in your kind of comfort —and wake up feeling so good
it shows!






size just right for
you. Try it today!
From $ 129.95 twin
ea. pc. to $699.95
'Ong 3-pc. set.




Buy any Sealy Posturepedic
matched set. Try it for a month.
If you're not 100% pleased,
return it for exchange or
full refund. Come in now
. for this special offer.
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Kentucky Supreme Court Rules
That's Entertain ent
Murray City School students
were entertained last week by
Richard Valentine and Mar)
Stout. Valentine is director of
the Murray-Calloway Count)
Community Theatre, and Ms.
Stout is a visiting actress from
Nashville who is sponsored
here by the Communit)
Theatre. Excerpts from their
performa4rs at each of the 4'
schools included, bottom
photo, Mary Stout as a school
custodian; left top photo.,
"First Date"; and, left bottom
photo, a musical number till
"Sack Lu"nches." The pair
performi at 630 p.m. Tuesday
at Pagliai's.
State's Power Over Private Schools Little
By SY RAMSEY
ASsociated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) "1--
In a landmark decision, the
Kentucky Supreme Court
ruled unanimously today that
• the state has only limited
power to control the curricula
and instruction in private and
parochial schools.
The ruling- was mostly a
victory for the Kentucky
Association of Christian
Schools, -which had battled for
a year against the com-
monwealth's efforts to
overturn a similar decision by
Franklin Circuit Judge Henry
Meat&
The high court said the state




textbooks and cannot make
private schools come up to
state accreditation standards.
The case drew national
attention after private school
interests hiredVilliarn Ball of
Harrisburg,- -Pa., as their
attorney. He had successfully
argued a similar case on
behalf of the Amish relgious
group before the ' U.S.
Supreme Court.
Former Gov. Bert Combs.
headed a team of lawyers
representing various state
agencies.
The decision, written by
Justice Robert, LultbwskY,
hardly touched the federal
constitution around which
many of the oral arguments
centered.
It focused on the state
constitution, specifically
Section 5 which never has
been tested in Kentucky
courts and which says in part:
"...Nor shall any man be
compelled to send his child to.
any school to_which he may be
conscientiously opposed."
Lukowsky dug. deep into the
__debates which led to the
current state constitution of
1891. He-said:
conclude that the
delegates in adopting the
Beckner amendment (part of
the original Section 5 com-
promise) intended to permit
the commonwealth to prepare
its children to intelligently
exercise the right of suffrage
by compelling attendance at a
formal school, public or




said, is to what extent the
state can control a school
outside the free public system.
His basic answers:
Section 5 does not allow the
state to prescribe standards




Holiday Inn, US 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Thursday, October 11,1979
Mr. R. E. Borden will
be back in Murray, Ky.
again Thursday, Oc-
tober 11, 1979. Now is the
time to act on this great
opportunity. Every man
and woman now losing
hair should take ad-
vantage of this FREE
CONSULTATION.
GUARANTEED
You will be given a writ-
ten guarantee on a pro-
rated basis from the
beginning to the end.
CAN'T HELP
Mole pattern boldness is
the cause of a great
majority of cases of bold-
ness and excessive hair
loss, for which no method
is effective. Ebb Hair
Specialists cannot help
those who are slick bald
after years of gradual
hair loss.
Many conditions can
cause hair loss. No mat-
ter which one is causing
your hair loss, if you wait
until you are slick Bald
and your hair roots are
dead you are beyond
help. So, now is the time
to do something about it
before it's too late.
FREE CONSULTATION
Just take a few minutes
of your time on Thur-
sday, October 11, 1979
and go to the Holiday
Inn, US 641 South in
Murray, Ky. between 1
p.m. and 8:30 p.m. and
ask the Desk clerk for
R. E. Borden roan num-
ber.
There is no charge or
obligation...all consulta-
tions are private, you
will not be embarrassed
in any way.
Frank Moran Shows He-ReGrew Hair. He Did
Not Have Male Pattern Baldness.
We acce t MASTER CHARGE and V
schools in teachers and tex-
tpooks:
—The state must approve
operation of such schools
unless it shows they really are
not schools as contemplated
by. the authors of the state
constitution.
"If the Legislature wishes to
monitor the work of private
and parochial schools in ac-
complishing the constitutional
purpose of compulsory




"If the results show that one
or More private or parochial




withdraw approval and seek
to chise them for they no
longer fulfill the purpose of
schools."
The Supreme Court said
that nothing in the opinion is to
prevent any private or
parochial teachers from
Vying I nply with state
standards or seeking cer-
tification arid nothing is to
keep the state.from enforcing
health, fire and safety codes.
Twenty Christian schools
had been operating under a
court order pending the
outcome of the case, which
went directly from the
Franklin court to the high
court, bypassing the in-
termediate Court of Appeals.
Christian school' officials
had contended the state
standards 'interfered with the
religious mission of the
schools, which teach a fun-
damentalist religious doctrine
incorporated into all subject
areas.
- State officials had asserted
the state had an overriding
intereSt in seeing that a basic
level of education was at-
tained in all schools in the
state.
Judge Meigs had ruled that
the state's attempts were
"poorly conceived, .ill-defined
and quite direct interference
with religious liberty."
The schools involved in the -
case are operated by the
Saline Baptist Chruch of
Somerset, Harvest .Baptist
Temple of Owensboro, Clays
Mill Road Baptist Church of
Lexington, Portland Ayenue
Church of Christ at Louisville,
Frankfort Baptist Tabernacle
of Frankfort •and Bethel
Baptist Church of Can-
nonsburg.
The issue sten-lined from the
Alpha Delta Kappa
Week Set Oct. 7-13
The week of Oct. 7-13 is State University each spring.
International Alpha Delta Other altruistic projects in-
Kappa Week. dude gifts for rest home
Alpha Delta Kappa is an residents, adopting needy
international honorary families at 'Christmas, and
various projects celebratingsorority for women educators
International Alpha Delta'organized to give recognition
to outstanding educators; to Kappa Week.
build a fraternal fellowship This year a print by Ken
among educators, adding to Holland benefiting the
their effectiveness in the Humane Society has been
promoting of excellence in purchased and donated to the
education; to establish high children's wing of the Murray-
standards of education: and to Calloway Hospital.
promote educational and
charitable projects and ac-
tivities enriching the lives of
individuals everywhere and.
assisting these individuals
into a happy, constructive,
and fulfilling life, a local
spokesman said.
The Rho Chapter of the
Kentucky Alpha Delta Kappa
was founded in September,
1968, in Murray, with 25
members.
Twelve of those members
are still active in the sorority
who are Clintori Rowlett,
Barletta Wrather; Doll
Reddick, Sue Chaney, Agnes
McDaniel, Joanna Sykes,
Mary Nanney, Maybell
Walker, Bess Kerlick, Lucy
Forrest, Betty Riley, and Sue
Adams.
Other active members
today are 'Linda Clark, Linda
Feltner, Janice Hooks, Betty
Jackson, Alberta Korb,
Doralyn Lanier, Geraldine
Myers, Crystal Parka,. and
Rebecca Williams.
Rho Chapter sponsors a
scholarship for a deserving





Better see the new—very
reliable—A. B. Dick 990
plain paper copier.
The 990 has allot the "most
wanted" features of ma-
chines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11" x 17" copies.
copy both sides, and use






refusal of the state Board for
Elementary and Secondary
Education to accredit 20
church-related Schools. In
some instances, local school-
boards started truancy
proceedings against parents
of church school children.
A Review
'Barefoot': Directing Triumph




Thursday night with his
production of Neil Simon's
"Barefoot in the Park" staged
at Murray State University. In
this play a newlywed couple
csune to realise that marriage
inirolves mature compromise
as well as fun and romance.
With his perceptive concept of
this play firmly in hand,
Malinauskas orchestrated the
performance with all the skill
and aplomb of a symphonic
conductor. As le demon-
strated in his MSU production
of "The Miracle Worker"
(reviewed last year by this
critic), Malinauskas indeed
has the ability to handle both
comic and dramatic scenes
•with style and conviction. His
highly developed sense of
pacing, timing, and stage
movement enabled him to
keep under tight control the
delicate balance between light
comedy and stronger emotion
that is the major hallmark of
Neil Simon's comedy.
marriage involves maturity.
A nice touch is that she is the
only one in the performance
who can negotiate the five
flights up to the apartment
without getting out of breath.
This is an especially good
contrast to Paul, her staid
lawyer husband, well acted by
Skip Hamra, who conveys his
devotion to studying lawbooks
instead of running barefoot in
the park by his inability to
climb the stairs without
panting. Fortunately, Hegira
has the comic skill to play a
"stuffed shirt" with the
proper wit and ironic flair.
Also, his drunk scene in Act III
is one of the most convincing
ones this critic has ever seen.
A MSU theater veteran, Sarah
Coller gave another of her Reception To Be
sterling performances as the
"uptight," nervous New Held Thursday For
Jersey mother who finds a
new life with the middle-aged Raymond Barber
cosmopolitan Victor Velasco,
played by Byron K. Nor- Raymond Barber,
sworthy with comic deftness Democratic candidate for
and an accent worthy of Bela superintendent of public in-
Lugosa.
Even the minor roles were reception in his honor from
Sitting by coincidence rigs well cast. Timothy Hawkins, 3:15 to 440 p.m Thursday,
in front of Malinauskas
Thursday night, I heard him
say to his companions: "I
hope they laugh." No sooner
did the stage lights go on when
his hope was apply fulfilled.
In fact as the on-liners came
tripplingly off the tongues of
the actors, the audience
respohded with consistent
enthusiasm as it did to the
more dramatic scenes,
especially the well-
choreographed fight scene in
Act II.
Malinauskas handled the
well-chosen east with great
skill. Carla Horton was utterly
convincing as Cone Bratter,
the bubbly, flighty newlywed,
who learns from her quarrel
with her husband that
- merit really looked like a
garishly newly painted
brownstone flat. In the next
two acts, it was beautifully
converted into an attractive •
dwelling place. The skylight
was a masterpiece of design
and construction.
The costumes, designed by
Lee Thompson, helped round




the Park" is one of the best
MSU Theatre productions this
critic has ever seen. It is to be
hoped that more productions
of this caliber will grace the
boards of this theatre.
struction, will attend a
as the telephone repa man, 1kt
made two great entrances
with comic exhaustion from
climbing the stairs and
enhanced the Act U quarrel
between the newlyweds with
his appropriate facial ex-
pressions. Likewise, Mike
Shore helped intensify out the
comic flavor of the play with
his role as the delivery man.
Special mention must be
made of David S. S. Davis'
splendid set. This critic has
come to be more *and more
impressed with Davis' set-
designing and building gifts.
He as enhanced every
production to which he has
contributed his considerable
artistic talents. In the first
act, the unfurnished apart-
. 1, at Big Joe's Barbecue
Restaurant.
Barber has served the
public schools of Kentucky as
a classroom teacher, prin-
cipal, coordinator of federal
programs, assistant director




superintendent of public in-
strtiction. A veteran, Barber
was a member of the General
Assembly from 1964 through
1968.
The public is invited to the
reception. Those wishing
additional information may







Tender breakfast steak with
two large, fresh eggs any style,
hashed brown potatoes,
buttered toast and jelly.
45/
5c for 8 oz. glass of Coca-Cola with entree or sandwich.













Just walking won't do it
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAH DR. LIMB I in a
40-year-old woman and I'm 5
foot 7 and weigh 225 pounds.
Naturally. I'm concerned
about .my weight. I'd like to
know if I walked a mile a day
for 365 days. would I lose 36
pounds if I don't change my
eating habits'
)EAR READER -- Not
'ikeiy. unless you also
decrease- your calorie intake.
\t your weight you will use
about 85 calories More every
:inie you walk one mile than
-ou would have sitting still. If
you. multiply 35 calories by
165 days ot the Year and
divide the years calorie loss
by 3.500. you'll find Mat's
about -nne. There are 3.500
calorlys in a pound of body fat
so that amount -of exercise
would help you lose about nine
pounds of body fat. A person
who weighed less would lose
less body fat by Just walking
,.me mile a day.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 4-7. 'A eight,, helptul •
Losing Diet Other readers DEAR
who want this issue can send
75 centsgim check or coin with
a long. stamped. self-
addressed envelope for it,
Send your request to me. in
care of this newspaper. P.O.
Box 1551. Radio City Station,
New York. NY 10019 You can
use this plan to help control-
your diet at the same time
you're exercising
Both exerelse and a proper
•alorie control are ftnportant
in eliminating excess body
tat In yoke- case it you didn't
use diet at all, you d have to
walk four miles a day to lose
36 pounds of body fat in a
year's time. assuming that
your present weight is stable
and that you dorrl change
your eating habits. -
On the other hand, people
who insist on iosmg tat simply
,r; diet and don exercise run
;he risk of losing some of their
muscle *weight rather- than
tist body fat That s not very
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
-5 Stadium
- - le notr
instrument 7 A month
5 Weapons 8 Hurried
i? Monk s title . 9 More comet,
12 HebreW . 10 Unusua!
month 11 War god
13 Harvest 16 Steeped
14 Sv,iss rl,er 20 Eccentiio
Grarifi, 32 Part o, to
17 Old pronoun be
18 Anger 23 Vessel
19 Not one 24 Story
21 Challenges 25 Near
23 Criterion .26 Click beette
27 Pronoun 30 Arrival
28 Detested 32 Wings .
29 Brown kiwi 33 Feral
.31 Uncooked 36 Deity Grates
34 Neg.ative pre- 37 Portion 4- 8 Fuei
40 Become less 49 Alms box
35 Esteems 50 Seeds
38 Chinese 43 Niton si,imbot 54 For sh4rne,
- measure 45 Exist 56 Falsehood
\ er to Monday's Puzzle
DR LAMB m
writing for myself and many
of my friends. 'Why is it that
one doctor preicribes one tab-
let of estrogen every, u,ther
day and another one !lye days
a week and still others, one
tablet a day for 21 days and
then off a week'
I went against my iloctors
orders of 21 on and - ott and
I'm taking one every other
day. My breasts were sore on
the daily dosage and 'his
seems to wors. fine for me
Any comments'
DEAR READER • you're
going to continue to find this
variation for two basic
reasons. First, there are dif-
ferent mechNes and these
are of varying strength and
duration of action. Secontl.
one person may need more
estrogen than another That's
because even though a woman
may have gone through :he
'menopause. her ,tiody Is still
producing some-estrogen In
fact, some women produce
enough so that they don't need.
any supplemental estrogen at
all.
If a woman is having trou-
ble with her breasts as you
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may have been a wise thing
for you to do but I would have
been happier if you had dis-
cussed it with your 'dtietor.
And he certainly will need to
know what dosage you're (Alf
he's going to be able to help
you satisfactorily in the
future. And he may have had
a good reason to want you
OFF hormones for one week a
-
Band Boosters To
Meet Tonight, 7 p.m,
' The Murray Band Boosters
Club will have its regular
meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday.
Oct. 9. in the band room at
Murray High School.
The November money-
making project will be
discussed, and final plansfor
the Murfreesboro trip will be
made. A spokesman- for the
club said that all Murray High
and Murray Middle School
parents are. urged to attend.
In 1909, Orville Wright
established a world record
when he and a passenger
remained aloft in an airplane





The newly formed Barkley
Area Council Of the Inter-
national Readirtg Association
will have its Charter Night
Banquet on Tuesday. Oct. 9, at
7 p.m. at. the Port-O-Call
Restaurant. Cadiz.
Leanna Shearer, state
president of IRA will be
present. All persons interested
in reading are encouraged to
attend, a spokesman said.
Dr. Jack Humphrey,
Evansville, Indiana will be the
speaker. He is Director of
Dr. Jack Humphrey
Elementary Education and




He is an author of tests for
the , Ginn 1130 Reading
Program, five children's
books for Benefic Press, two
books on tea.rning stations; an
in-serY‘ice .series for
Scholastic, and books and
workbooks for the Laidlaw
Reading Program.
In addition to the articles
and books listed, Dr.. Hum-
phrey has Written or directed
the writing of over 100 items
for use in Evansville schools
such as workbooks,
curriculum guides, and
evaluation. guides. He has




presentations to local, state,
and regional meetings.-
U.N. Secretary-General
Dag Hammarskjold died in a


















SHINY I CAN SEE



























WER SMALL ARMY WERE
CALLED 'DEMONS' AND
LOOKED LIKE THIS "
a
THEN I WOULD HAVE (mq 5L1THERNG
SLITHERED OUT ONTO NEE75 A
A BRANCH, ANP. WORK'
3
0.





































One (it 1958 Chet'',
Dump Truck S/N
585115426, as is where
is, for cash to the
highest bidder at 1
p.m. October 16, 19743,
by the Calloway Coun-
ty Sheriff Max E. Mor-
ris id the former
Truck











casion. Jet us show






Hebe,v, 10 25 `otsakini
the assembiTg oi ourselvet
together as the manner- of
some is but exhortmg one
another ..aml so much the
more as it see the day ap-
proaehing Sabbath worship
service Saturday .-s 5 pm tO 6
pm Bible study 6 tI 7 and 7
It S-mdenm?s Study by phone
an/time free Store for the
needy All donations ap-
preciated Anyone having need
or would -like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store 759-4600
Will the perr who found a 1-
78 white sidewall Goodyear
tire on hig-hway 38_1 Please
call collect 901-822-6161,
Reward offered

















isdisior sod Nester 5erv,Y4.
Sre also instant/0o gloss
753-1751'














Oct. 11 and 12 at THE
BLACKFORD HOUSE
GALLERY 11104 Cold-
water Rd. 9 a.m. til
Isis or Shine
(If rains will be held in
basement 1. Some an-





















Boxer bulldog answers to
Buster In the Coldwater vacini-
ty 'Call 489-2666
Lost White male Spitz in
vicinity of Murray Lumber
Saturday Reward l Call 497.
8806
Stolen black and red Rampai
_bicycle from South 17th Street
September 29th Reward' Call
753-71.16
FOUND
Set of Ford car keys,
at corner of 12th &
Vine, Sunday, Oct. 7.
Call 7534485.
67HeTplganted
. Help wanted t Part-time workers
_from 7 tO 5 pm. W M. Avery _
Lumber Co Box 95. Puryear.
week. Call 753-0413 after 6
IN, 901-247-3761.
Housekeeper wanted, one day a
pm 
Management tramees-.- needed
for. growing fast fOod operation.
Excetlent opportunity for per-
sons looking for advancement
at - bettering their future Posi-
tions open in Murray, Mayfield.
_and other locations throughout
the southeast. An equal oppor-
tunity employer If interested
.call Ms. Englebert at Kentucky
Fried Chicken, for appoint=
moo! 1
lllllllllllll 1111111111111111 llllll 11111111,10
3MANAGER
TRAINEE
-bon the .1.nnin,4 team, ).an





107 N. MI Street
5
----- RN and 1P71 needed Full or .
part time. 3 to 11 shift. Ex-
cellent salary and benefits.
Paid holidays and vacations,
Care Inn, 247-0201, Mayfield,
KY.
Salesperson needed for com-
mission sales at local retail
































Free T-Shirt To First 50




Droleland Shopprng ( enter







701 S. 4th Street or call
753-0839.
Need paper dehverer for
Paducah Sun Must have
reliable transportation. Call
759-4898
Person interested in challeng-
ing lob in law office. Must have
typing, shorthand (or speed-
writing), and bookkeeping ex-
perience. Full time position.



























For sale: two 15" x 84" unilug
rocket mags; two P215-75R15
glass belted radial snow tires,
almost new, two G60-,14 Scat-
frac white letter tires; two 15'
inch ET mag wheels with like
new G70 Hercules Honcho 70
tires, like new, four GR7015
steel belted, Goodyear tires,
mounted on Gran Prix factory.
Rally wheels; four Pontiac fac-
tory Rally wheels fer full size
car; side pipes for Corvette.
Phone 753-7393.
Harrington-Richardson. model
676, 22 caliber pistol Carport
10 ft. wide 20 ft long. Call
753-2927
16. Home Furnishings 
For sale: couch, matching
chair, coffee table, good condi-
tion, excellent foripartment or
trailer. $150. Call 753-5986.
FOR SALE
Seven piece living room suite
including 3-cushioned, black
vinyl couch and-matching chair
with ottoman, coffee table and
matehirie end table, 2 mat-
ching lamps. All in excellent
condition $200 Call evenings
after 4 pm. 763-0806
. GE Heavy duty portable
hw r like new avacado.
$180. See at 80' Shady 'Oaks
Trailer Court, after 5 pm. .
Steam -finisher Presser. good
hours good pay Inquire at
Boones Cleaners 605 Main
Wanted lady for alterations
Apply in person _Murray Tailor
Shop 418 Main
Wanted ladies to type labels in
their homes Write P0 Box
221 Murray 42071 -
111
HOUSEWIVES
Work in your 'pare time, good
pay, flexible hours, uniforms




IF N. 1204 Welt
lllll tosyypestissopsea
Wanted reliable elderly lady to
care for child and do light
housework in my home. Will
provide transportation it-not
distant Wages negotiable. Call
753-9408 for interview.
Wanted immeadiately responsi-
ble reliable babysitter in town,
for a 5 month old baby. Call
489-2742 after 5 pm
9.-SituatiorTiTaiitet
College Gradute with 10 years
experience in customer rela-
tions. administration, inside
sales, Wishes position with op-
portunity and challenge. Call
502-474-2390.
Will do babysitting, in my
home, daytime f,or
preschoolers Call 753-8709
Would like to babysst in my
home. Have referanceS. call
753-7904.
Will do babysitting m my home





WE ARE SEEKING A
QUALIFIED PERSON TO
HANDLE OUR PRODUCT
NO NEED TO 17E UP YOUR
CASH FOR STOCK. WE WILL
STOCK FOR YOU. CALL 215-
3286656 OR WRITE AUTO-
LIFE, 1451 CHINQUAPIN
ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, PA.
14. Want To Buy
Xing wood burning stove with
thermostat, $100. Also a Poo-
. die puppy for sale. 753-8133. 
Lock sets, polished brass or an-
tique brass. _key in knob sets,
$7.99; passage. $3.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
10" radial arm saw, Sears self
sharpening 14" chain saw.
492 8840
Poster bed, ;I, also a roll-a-way
bed Call 435-4358
Reclining chair, fireplace --
'screen, 30x34 inches. Call 753-
5278.
Stainless steel sinks, double




GE Heavy duty portable
dishwasher, like new. avacado.
$180 See at 80 Shady Oaks
Trailer Court. after 5 pm
Nice clean feather beds for
sale Call 492-8637 after 6 pm
Two feather beds. two end
tables and coffee table. Good
shape. 4924516. -
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances. The Odd Shop.




machi 4 drawer console
ca cost new
$750 Must trice due to
death. $200 Call evenings,
436-5351.
19. Farm Equipment 
.John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor. completely equipped, in-
cluding monitor. John Deere
21' disc. John Deere model
7.000 planter with monitor.
13' John Deere chisel plow
John Deere 6 row cultivator
,John Deere 15' harrow. Jahn
Deere 6x16 plow. John Deere
rotary hoe. All equipment one
year old and in brand new con-
dition. Phone 489-2141.
Tractor batteries. 6 'or 12 volt.
3EH or 30H, 2 year guarantee,
your choice. $49.99. Exchange.
Walfin Hardware, Paris.
Wheelbarrows, $19 99, $29.99,







All fuel chimneys, triple wall
pipe 6x30", $18.99; 8-x30".
$29.99. Installation kit 6";
$27 99. 8", $41.99. Wallin .
Hardware. Paris. ,
Aluminum -extension ladders
14', $28.88; 16', $31.88; 20',
$45.99; 28'. $70.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Bath tubs, 5 ft steel white,
$64.99; Colors, $6999.Wallin
Hardware, Paris




Vacancy exists in the office of the Calloway Coun-
ty Circuit Court Clerk for a Judicial Clerk, Grade 12
(Deputy Circuit Clerk).
Typing essential, shorthand and court related ex-
perience preferred.
Salary open depending upon experience.
_ „Apglicstions will be_accepted beginning Oct. 8,
1
079, Dead line Oct. 15,1979.
Persons who have submitted applications within
the last 4 months may call 753-2773 to reapply for the
position.
Applicants should apply in person by appointment
only. 753-2714.
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
24. Miscellaneous  29. Heating-Cooling
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch pitch for the following bar
sizes 16- $1025. 20",
$11.99, 24- $1499 Wallin
Hardware. Paris
-
Firewood for sale Call 153-
8110.
Firewood for Sale will deliver.
$18.00 per rick. Call 753-6837
Mobile home root coating, 5
gallon pail $26 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris.
Over 800 rolls of wallpaper in
stock at Sherwin Williams.
Southside Shopping Center
One small wood stove, slightly
used.$25_00. . One 2 door
Avocado refrigerator defrost
and icemaker. $200 00, Ix 
cellent condition, Can be seen
at 1637 Catalina 753 8662
Pro Sharp chain 'saw
sharpener Sharpens your chain
like a-pro $11 99 Wallin Hard-
ware Paris
Skil saws All with 714 cutting
blade model 553 $29 99,
model 574 $34 99 model
559 $59 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
Save cip-1e--90- per--cent
ladies. mens, and childrens
fashions New and like new We
sell for you and to you Only
fine quality and current styles
accepted The Answer 1401
Main St Benton KY Open 6
days,10 til 5 pm 
Seasoned firewood for sale.
$25 a rick 9 foot Locust fence
posts, $2 50 489-2327 _ 
Wood for sale $25 per rick for
hickory oak, and ash Delivered
in Murray area only Call 753-
0663 and ask for Chris Snyder
25. Business Services- .
cr. BOYD'S
• AUTO REPAIR
Cariteriter and Twomey Service,
Cempleite All. Repair
753-1751
209 S. 7th Street
The Poodle Shop professional
grooming Pine Point Resort
Phone 642-1972.
26-.-1VitiairT  -
Stack 3 Mosbey'stf3 antenna.
can talk to Canada and Mexico










AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
Call 753-6531 ask for
Swab
Wanted Responsible person to
take up payment on 19- color
I v . warranted. Also a used 256
color t v Claytons-1 & B Music
open til 6 pm. 753-7575. 
27. Mobile Home Sales
1969, 12x50. furnished,
washer, dryer. air conditioned.
electrical box tie-downs.
underpinned good condition,
must sell immediately! Call
498-8271. 
12x60 Richardson. 2 bedroom,
air conditioned, furnished, and
underpinced $4000 436-
2430 
1972 12x60 Two bedroom with
central air, gas heat, anchored,
furnished with good house fur-
niture. washer and dryer. Will
sell unfurnished or partially
Call 767-4123- after 310 pm.
Will negotiate, leaving town.
Two bedroom, 12x50. located
in Riveria Courts winterized
underpinned and furnished
12800 Call Bob Morris 759
4496 after 6 pm
1977, 14x70 Wiwrdsor mobile
home, Call 436-2193.
21-.1166.-ffiime-BeT6
Two bedrooms, air conditioned,
gas heat. 5 acres with barns.
Call 753-2418.
Electric heaters 4000 watt 4
stack $35 99 Wallin Hard-
ware Paris
For sale Franklin stove black
cast iron Call 753-8701 
Wood heater automatic
deluxe cabinet brick lined
cast iron grates and doors 24
fire box $19999 Two speed
automatic blower $49 99
Wallin Hardware Paris
31. Want To Rent
Would like to rent 3 or 4
bedroom house in Murray area.
Dr Hayman 753-6642 or 901-
24 7- 3992-
32. Apts. For Rent 
Apartment for rent. ,7 months
remaining on lease 2
bedrooms stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher. $200 per month.
753-0934 after 4 pm 
For rent very nice 2 bedrOom
unfurnished apatjmerit conve-
nient to campus. 753-7276
Small furnished apartment.
single only Inquire 100 So
13th
Three rooms bath and utility






8, 10, 12 and 14, ys
clothes sizes 4, 5, 10,






tober 11, 9 a.m. til? 513
South 7th.
Yard sale. Wedesday 8 am till
dark. at 211 N 13th Street.
Murray
43. Real Estate
A park-like setting!!! Tree lined
streets quiet neighborhood'
and a rustic A-frame All
waiting tor you .3 bedrooms
arranged for complete privacy,
spacious living room with
woodburning fireplace double
garage 2500 sq it. Just
reduced!!! Call 753-1492
now Offered by Century 21
-on-shali-c-nyinty- ilex_ Aurora fAl 
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
753-7472
Wood burning stove modtrn
Ben Franklin glass doors and
pipe. Call 753,7292 after 5
Pm
33TRooms.for Rent
Room for rent kitchen
privileges 753-8333
34. Houses For Rent
Three bedroom house near
Kentucky lake Completely fur-
nished washer and dryer in-
cluded Deposit required $225
per month Call 753-8964












Ideal for storing house full of
furniture cars, antiques
business overflows. et(
Phone 753-7618 after 5 00
P.m




Appaloosa horse for sale can
489-2666
For sale wheat straw. Call 489-
2697.
Springing Holstein heifers Call
502-694-3500 after 8 pm
Milburn Ky. 
31:1Ws-Supplies 
Keeshond AKC registered. ex-
ceptionally beautifully puppies.
Wormed and shots, pedigreed,
reasonably priced. They come
from good family home. 753-
3520
One female registered.
Bloodhound and 3 registered
pups. 4 months old For sale
cheap! 753-3723. 
Registered Walker Hounds. year
old, ready to hunt. Call 436-
5650.
40-.  Produce 
Ear corn for sale. 489-2697 or
436-5812 
Sweet potatoes. Centennial. for
sale $6 per bushel. mile off
highway 94 at Pilot Oak, sign




Eskimo puppies; 1972 Buick
LeSabre. new motor, $350 or
best offer. Radial arm savy, us-
ed 4 hours. $100. skill saw and
electric drill CB radio, $30, an-





A local manufacturing concern has im-
mediate openings for Production Super-
visory Personnel,' with experience in
machining and/or assembly operation.
This is a growing company' offering uut-
standing fringe benefits and salary. Send
confidential resume and salary
requirements to: Industrial Relations
Manager, P.O. Box 610, Paris, TN 38242.
An Equal Opportunity Emp!oyer
10 acres atnai six n-filfs -WeSt
off highway 121 '7 mile, nice
building site, only $9000 Also
23 acres about six miles east
on black top. good building
site All m permanent pasture,
fenced small lake $25,000
Galloway Realty 522 Main St ,
phone 753-5842. •
For sale cleanup and body
shop. Stadium View Drive. Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
From the entrance foyer to the
tile patio. this home is built for
living Plush carpeting
throughout the livmg room'. 3
bedrooms, and spacious den
featuring . a wood burning
fireplace with heatolator Only
one year old. To see this quiet
spot in the country call Spann
Realty Associates. 753-7724
For the greatest return on
money. invest in real
estate.' We have a business op-
portunity for you that will let
you build up equity. receive an
income and provide a good tax
shelter Approximate monthly
income of $800. Call for 'more
information_ .753 -
1492. Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
%O.
ssrs united Feature Syndicate. Inc.
Two lots. 100x210 each..
Duiguid Drive. zoned R-4. city
water and sewer. $7500 each.
753-5744.
Choice building site of over five
'acres on Murray-Brandon Mill
Road near Hamlin. KY and Kett-
tucky lake Restricted to homes
only Slope facing south
suitable for solar energy type
home Priced at only $6250
Financing available John C
Neubauer. Realtor, 1111
Sycamore, Murray. 753-0101 or
753-7531. , •
Executive home 5 bedrooms. 3
baths, family room Extras
galore in this energy saving
home Beautiful wooded lot
Heat pump, automatic roof




clad therm° doors, beautiful
kitchen cabinets, electric
garage door opener. Shroat-





L 105 N. 12th - -Real Estate
Wooded Acres
Neat 2 bedrbom frame
home, situated on 41t
acres, mostly wooded,
only 3 miles from city
off 94 E. Spacious
living room, eat-in kit-
chen has new cabinets,












air cond. All this for
only $10,500. Its worth
look
Call 753-8080
As an energy saver I don't think the people
are ready for this kind of sacrifice."




home on large lot just






for an appointment to
view this choice
property. Priced in the
70's.
Brand new 2 bedroom. 1 bath.
built-in appliances, city water
and sewer nice size lot. Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
Leave your cares behind when
you close the double doors into
the foyer of this spotless 3
bedroom home. Outside you
can enjoy the nice redwood
deck and be assured of privacy
by the many mature trees in
the back yard. Call Spann Real-
ty Associates for appointment.
753-7724 
Quality plus in this fine home
ir Cantebury. 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, living room, family room
with fireplace, and seperate
rec room Marble baths. Lee
and Monicello carpets, natural
wood paneling, central inter-
com and vacuum systems,
smoke and fire detectors. Too







to purchase your own





bedrooms, 2 baths, den
with fireplace, formal
dining, spacious kit-
chen, attached 2 car
garage and several
unique features which
do provide an unusual
home buying op-
portunity. Priced in
upper $60's. Call Kop-
perud Realty 753-1222
for all the information.
Residential building lots
Westwood Subdivision, city
water and sewer:- Priced from
$3000 to $5000. Call Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451. 
South 12th Street...You can
find lots of property available
along 12th Street. but you
cant find a better than this
15,000 sq ft. lot including a 5
bedroom house priced in the
$40's.. Greatest investment
potential in town! Check this
one by calling, Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724 
Three bedroom, 1'7 baths, liv-
ing room, kitchen and den, city
water and sewer, single garage
with concrete drive in
Westwood Subdivision For
more information call Purdom
& Thurman, 753-4451.
Two bedroom house and three
acres on Buffalo-Sulphur Road
east New Concord Priced at
only $13.000 John C
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111.-





A tic linneirr Realtor•
Appraiser "
i•h "SRI 1 -r.
43. Real Estate 
Three bedroom cedar cabin,
Panorama Shores, with
Franklin fireplace. Call Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451.
Three bedroom. 3 bath home.
den with fireplace, fenced in
yard, city school district. Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
goommensuanninn llllll MUM
46. Homes For Sale_
For sale 4 bedroom brick.
2800 sq R. 1101 Poplar
Street Phone 753-1362, days
436-2869 evenings
House for sale by owner 3
bedroom family room formal
dining room. fireplace. natural
gas double lot Only, 15
minutes from campus 753-
3461 or 1-443-9628 
47. Motorcycles 
1979 750 Special Yamaha
3500 miles. extra nice Call
759-4813 
1973 SL-125 trail bike Ex
cellent condition. Call after 4
pm 489-2677 








209 S. 7th Street
50. Used Trucks
1979 C1-5 Renegade white
with blue strips, power steer-
ing positive track, lock out
hubs perfect .condition
$6950 753-6802 or 753-7108
51. Camprs  
Complete winterizing and
repair on all brands Winter
storage available. Hitcher'
parts. and accessories Whi
Camper Sales Highway 94
East. Murray. KY. 753-0605
Overhead camper for long
wheel base truck in good con-
dition $600 Call 49? 8515
52. Boats and Motors
FOR SALE
Good 15' aluminum runabout,
with 85 h p Mercury outboard,
comes complete with trailer,
canvas top, skis, ski rope, and
3 life jackets. Call 753-1916,
ask lor Karen, between 7 a.m.
8 3 p.m S1,600.
Car batteries 35 month
guarantee, 80 amp. $29 99. ex-
change. 60 month guarantee.
15 who. $39.99_, exchange_
mut Wallin Hardware. Paris. Sport bass boat with 1977 150
Just listed.. .8" acres
2 with double wide
mobile home and a
single wide mobile
home. The double wide
has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, central gas heat
and central electric
air. Also large red-
wood deck, several out
buildings, fruit trees,
and strawberry patch.







392 If 12i St.
& 0000000000000 000000000000 nnuntwomS
This makes house sense!!! For
the active family who wants a
really functional home. here's
an opportunity...3 bedroom, 2
baths, fully equipped kit-
chen .A good place to raise a
family Let us show you this
home today...Call 1492...Of-
fered by Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
Great location! 204 South 9th
St. Convenient to hospital. doc-
tors, town. shopping, and chur-
ches Living room kitchen. 2
bedrooms and bath. Roof is
one year old Neat older home
Listed at $32.000. Shroat.
Waldrop Real Estate, 759-
1107.
Purdom & Thurman




46. Homes For Sale 

























1977 Caprice Chevrolet. 4-door.
2-tone paint, all equipment.
20.000 miles, spare never us-
ed. Call 498-8739. 
1966 Chrysler Newport, 4-door,
black with red interior needs
exhaust repair. Call 753-326&
after 5 pm.
Extra clean 1974 Chevrolet
Caprice, one owner. 753-1266
or 753-3943. 
1976 Ford Granada, good on
gas. 'IoW mileage. excellent
condition. must sell. 753-26/1
1979 Honda Accord LX. '5-
speed. factory air, power steer-
ing. $6900. Call 753-2266 
1979 Mercury Bobcat. air con-
ditioning. power steering.
13.000 miles. Call 474-2257.
1979 Mark V. loaded with
everythrng including moon
roof. Call 753-4509 or' 753-
7357. 
1971 'Pinto. automat t.
cylinder, $250. 1972 El
Camino. Call 753-6837. 
1968 Plymouth Satellite 383.
excellent running condition.
Must sell. 753-2677. 
1964 Pontaic, good running
condition. Call 489-2666. 
1973 Thunderbird, has all the
extras plus a new set of tires
$1350. Phone 1-354-6217. 
1979 Turbo-charged RS Mer-
cury' Capri. Loaded with extras
Very low mileage.. Call 753-
1701 after 5 pm. 
1971 VW Squareback. ex
cellent condition good tires.
$1350. Call 759-4607 after 5
Pm. - 
VW bug, excellent condition
and gas mileage. Call after 5
pm. 753-2395.--
1977 Z28 Camaro. white with
brown trim, tilt. AM-FM 8 track
tape. 435-4373. 
1974 Camero, Ltd Edition,
automatic. air, rally wheels,
good gas milage. Call 436-5870
or 759-4778. - 
50. Used Trucks 
1977 Chevrolet two-ton truck.
low mileage with or without
cattle bed. 527-1315 or 474-
8854.




42,000 miles. excellent condi-
tion. $2890. Call 489-2595. 
1970 Chevrolet Pickup $750.
Call 759-4683. 
1979 Jeep Honcho Pickup,
loaded with assornes. Call 753-
4509 or 7537357.
1968 Scout 4-wheel drive. 03
motor, in real good condition,
good gas mileage. Glasstron
Carlson 1-6"- trrre- with operator case
hp Mercury motor Call 753- backhoe light bulldozer, light
6132 crane 45' boom, aerial bucket
truck, 28'. Reasonable rates 7
Day Building Systems (502)
474-2718.
hp Mercury motor. Call 489-
2195 after 5 pm. 
18 Sailboat, selfrighting, un-
sinkable with trailer and motor,






Byers Eithers & Son-General
'home remodeling framing,
aluminum siding. gutters. and
roofing Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895 
Bess's Mobile Plant Care Ser-
vice Watering, fertilizing, pest
control. trouble shooting.
repotting, propagation. Regular




-Vibia-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827 
Can't get those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry. pain-
ting, plumbing. aluminum
siding, patios, small concrete
lobs Call 436-2562 after 5 pm
BOYD'S
AUTO REPAIR
front end alignment, frame
service, tire hale/wing, we
service large trucks.
753-1751
209 S. 7th Street
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs. old or new, quality
work Call 753-0565. 
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements, driveways.
walks patios, steps. free
estimates. 753-5476.
Carpet cleaning at reasonable
rates. p497pt and efficient ser-
vice. Cigtom Carpet Care. 489-
2774.
Chimneys and stoves cleaned.
Be ready for winter. Call Magic
Hat 759-4878. 
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and . chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
For your chain link fencing
needs. contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966. 
'ence Sales at Sears now. Call
;ears 753-2310 for free
'stimates for your needs. 
For your home alterations.
repair. and remodeling, also




NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
MondaFriday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'




Floored and reedy. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobilo !whit ad-ons, and patios, or
BUILD. pre-cut a completely ready to assemble up to 24
60. Buy the best for less.





1976 Fisher Marine water
rover. 25 hp motor, trolling
motor and trailer, excellent
condition, $1250. 759-1943. 
kir sale: 1977  1-6-4t. Hydra--
53. Services Offered
Herndon 's portable welding
service. Route 6. Box 154. Mur-
ray. Kentucky  753-9507 "
Ken's Lawnmower and chain
saw repair 718 South 4th Fast
service 753-7400
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation will do plumbing.




rates Call Ernest White, 753-
0605. 
Paper hanging and interior
painting Call 437-4617
Roofing Call 753-9620
Termites You spend thousands
of dollars for a home but never
think about termites - they
cause the most damage next to
fire Have your home treated
now! 753-3914 Kelley's Ter-
mite & Pest Control. 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY Over
33 years experience Home
owned.
Will lay carpet Free estrmates








753 4124 or '53 6969
53. Services Offered 
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson. 753-6763
or 753-4545 
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry work complete;
by guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction • Co
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
KY 42001. or call day or night.
1-442-7026. 
Will -do housework' Call 753-
0552 or 436-5331 
Will haul anything Clean
basements. Will haul county
garbage Call 753-9685 
Will do hauling of any kind city
or county. Call 492-8104. - -
Will do odd lobs carpentry
roofing, etc .  Call 753-5648.
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup Call 753-5857 
Free kittens. 'Call 753-8265. 
Free! 9 puppies. should make
good squirrel dogs. Call 436-
5650
Free! Six week old half Pointer.
half Afghan, wormed. Call 753-1
6204. 
57: Wanted 
Student needs outside place to
keep German Shepherd, near
campus. Is gentle but would
act as deterant to prowlers,
etc. Nice for person living
alone. Owner will care for daily.
Call Judy at 767-6111.
Spring House Cleaning
Special
Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call day or night:
759-1176
Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free eshmates 
Have your driveways white rock-
ed before bad weather Free
estimates Clifford Garrison
753-5429 after 4 pm 
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears. 153-












As a member of Multiple Listing Service,
our agents are anxious to show you any
property listed with any real estate office in
MLS.
REDUCED- REDUCED! Don't miss this ex-
cellent opportunity to be the owner of a new two
bedroom brick home located on a large lot in the
country for only 830,000. Fully carpeted, lots of
cabinets, double garage.
EXTRAltARGE LOT over 300 feet deep gives
you room to enjoy privacy in the city, three
bedroom, 2 bath living room plus den and built-in
kitchen and lots of storage. Call today for an ap-
pointment to move you into this cheerful home.
FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD -
Peaceful country living is your guarantee if you
purchase this three bedroom home West of
Murray. Attractive home at an attractive price.
Call us today.
"GREAT POSSIBILITIES for this 2 acre tract
with over 400 feet of road frontage on highway
MO directly across from the proposed golf course
for MSU. Be the first to take advantage."
Two excellent building lots inside city limits and
city school system with sewer and paved street.
You have been looking for a place to put your
mobile home? A convenient lot close to town ia dN,trbo
...,Etiqols on paved road with city water and I the
utilities installed, ready to hook to? We ha it
and it's only $4,800. 'Call for detags.
Woo Spam 753-1579 Lewis' Met 753-2409
lowee N. Grime, Sr. 431-2430
Ihrssell Sprorlock 753-9734 Guy Swann 753 2517
•
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral At Chapel
For Mrs. Morris
• Funeral services for Mrs.
Clarence Lois Crutcher)
Morris of Murray Route kare
being held today at 2 p.m, at
the-chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating
and Mrs. Oneida White as
organist and soloist.
i• Morris, Joseph, Clarence,
and Saiiimy Wallace, Chester
Thomas, and Norman Crut-
cher, all nephews, are serving
as pallbearers. Burial will
follow in the McCuiston
Cemetery.
Mrs. Morris, 72. died Sun-
day at 8:15 a.m. at her home.
She was a member of a
Baptist Church and a retired
machinist at Calloway County'
Manufacturing Company.
Born Oct. 26, 1906, in Henry
_county, Tenn., she was the
dau$hter of the late Walter
and Lillie English Crutcher.
Survivors include her
husband. Clarence, to whom
she was married on June 17,
1923; one daughter, Mrs. Mutt
Guynell Williams, Murray
Route 3: two sisters. Mrs.
Maitre-Thomas, -- -Murray
Route 3, and Mrs_ Joe Parker.
Utica. Mich.; two brothers,
William N.,Crutcher, Hazel,
and Clyde Crutcher, New Port
Richey, • Ha.: three grand-
daughters. Mrs. Bobby
Cairpbell, Mrs. Richard Sims.
and Mr4 Neal. Darling; two
great grandchildren,. Chip
Campbell and Austin Sims.
Rites Here Today
For Mrs. Jones
Services for Mrs. Anna Cash
Jones. widow Of Steve Jones.
are being held today at 1 p.m.
• at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
and the Rev. George T. Moody
officiating. Mrs. Charles
Elder is in charge of the
music.
Paul Jackson, Curtis
Taylor, Tom Ed Travis, Tom
Walston, Charles Elder, and
Augie-Baumann are serving
as pallbearers. Burial will
follow in the. Fredonia
Cemetery in Caldwell County.
'Mrs. Jones, 90, died Monday
at 1:20 a.m. at the Long Term
Care Unit of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. A
member of the Fredonia
Baptist Church, she was born
Jung 28, 1889, being the
daughter - of the late Ed and
Rebecca Riggs Cash.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Rufus Atkins,
Princeton, and Mrs. Lee
Travis, Murray; two gran-
ddaughters, Mrs. Jerry Don
Neale and Mrs. ,, Charles
Elder; one grandson, Barry
Travis; five great grand-
children-Michelle, todd, and
Valrie Neale and Jan and
Elisha Elder.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market Nens Service Oc-
tober 9, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations ,
Receipts . Act 411 Est, 450 Barrows &
Gilts Steady Sows Steady $1.00 higher
US 1-2330-230 lbs. . $35.00-35 50 few 35.75
US 2 20624010e 134.7545.25
US 2-3 240-250 lbs. ..... $33 75-34.75
US 2-4000-200 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.  828.00-29.00
US 14 300-450 lbs.  627.00-M.00
US 1-3450-50011w. 928.00-29.00
US 1-3 500.490 lbs. 129.00-30.50 few 31.00





The funeral for James
Doodi Stroud will be held
Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
William McKinney and the
Rev. Dwaine Baker of-
ficiating. In charge of the
music will be Rev. Baker and
his wife.
Pallbearers will be Jerry
Smith, Bud l Mohundro,
Everett Nanney, John Shekel!.
Jerry' - McCoy. and John
Herdman. Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial 'Gar-
dens.
Friends -may call at the
funeral hot oe.
Mr. Stroud. 61. owner and
operator of Stroud's Auto
Trni•. 415 South Eighth Street,
Murra • died Monday at 4:55
ate. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a member of the
Deward's Chapel Church, and
a I'. S. Army veteran of World
War 11. Born July 18. 1918, in
Calloway County. he was the
son of the late Edd Stroud and
Azzie Dailey Struud.------- - -
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Virginia Butler Stroud.
to whom he was married on
May 4. 1946: two daughters,
Mrs. Michael (Shirley)
McGuire. Columbus, Ind., and
Mrs. David Rita t Gargus,
Buidengen, Germany: one.
sitter, Mrs. Allen t Pauline
McCoy. Murray: one brother,
Charles Stroud. Paducah;
three grandchildren-Mitzie




Final rites for Mrs. Juanita
Williams of Murray were held
Monday at 10 a.m. at the
Murray City Cemetery with





Dodd, Ricky Latimer, and
Charles Williams. The J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home was
in charge of the
arrangements.
Mrs. 'Williams, 50, died
Saturday at 11:12 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was the
daughter of the late Jessie and
-Myrtle Cathey West.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Dean
Alexander and Miss Sharon
Ann Williams. Murray; two
sons., W.ayn.e... and ... Jerry.
• Goodwin, Nashville, Tenn.;






Ride with a Federal Kern-
per agent.
We can scout out the best
protection/price corn-
inadoh to fit your needs.
Let us quote your next
















The Hi-Y and Tr -Alpha
Clubs of Murray High School
have announced that Monday,'
Oct. 15, will be UNICEF DAY
in Murray. On Monday from 6
to 8:30 p.m. homes will be
visited by volunteers bearing
,official UNICEF iden-
tification, seeking donations to
beiref it needy children
throughout the world.
All local Clubs and service
groups who wish to provide
 volunteer workers to assist in
the canvas, on Oct. 15 are
asked to make arrangements
with Loyd Hasty or Mary Ann
Russell, club sponsors, at
Murray High School, 753-5202,
iro later than Thursday,
october 11, so that . local
UNICEF Efforts can be'
coordinated.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. i AP i ( USDA i -
Estimated receipts catttle and calves
2,200; represented slaughter classes
and feeders steady; slaughter steers
,hoice 990-1170 lb 67 0649 50. good and
. hoice 1020-1155 lb 64 5047 00,
slaugMer heifers few choke 890 lb
6710; good and choke 7785-1060 lb 64.9°-
66 80; good 800-950 lb 55.7543 00;
,ammerctal cows 40,30.4900; utility
46.0040.50, few up to 52.00; cutter 45.01)-
51.00; canner and cutter under 000 lb.
311.0045.00; slaughter bulls 1100.1600 lb
110.00411.00; 11061790 lb 53.0040.00;
slaughter calves and vealers untested
early; feeder steers medium frame
No 1 200-285 lb 1000-60.00, 300-400 lb
17 (0-94 50. 400-500 lb 83 004140; 500.100
lb 79 50-M On, 756-800 lb 71.50-71.00,
IN-hiding 65 bed 760 lb 79.00; large
frame No 1 600-700 lb 74 00-79.58,
medium NO 2 350-910 lb 75.0042 00;
large No 2 including Holsteins 400.100 lb
6500-75 00, 750-955 lb 5750-02 60,
heders medium and small frame Xi>
MO lb 70 00.1035. 5120410 lb 64 0670 017.
' medium and large frame No 2 350400
' lb 00 00-70 00, stock cows medium
frame No 1 700.075 lb 34 years old 4700.
9075
Hogs 000; barrows and gilts 25. In-
Stance* 50 higher, 1-2 220-250 lb 3300
3706, 2300-306 lb 36 76-36 73; 2-3200300
1695 33-3025; sows steady to 50 higher
1-2 vir1400 lb 28 25-M 25, 400-450 lb 2$ 33-
3161, 460400 lb 31 00.3000, 500450 lb
1 
3261-33 70, boors over 300 lb N (0-71 a)
rn""I'vrin Sheep 25, represented Oa Ise,
steady. fe-vi choke It lb slaughter
lambs WOO
,
REGISTER TO VOTE - Wednesday, Oct. 10, is the lase opportunity to register to vote in the November General
Election. Those persons who will be 18 years of age by Election Day and who have resided in the county for 30 days
may register at the county derk's office at the courthouse. The Calloway County Democratic Party has given
citizens an opportunity to register to vote outside the dent's office by having voter registration booths at the Cen-
tral and Bel-Air Shopping Centers on Saturdays during the past month. The non-partisan drive was headed by Edith
Noffsinger. Shown in the left picture at a registration table are left to right, shopper William Crocker, Mrs. Noffsinger
and ildiy Poplin, registrars. and an unidentified shopper. In the right photo, Becky Travis registers as Violet Johnson,
drive co-chairman, and Mrs. Noffsinger look on.
The News In Brief
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON AP -
Economists say the Federal
Reserve Board's stepped-up
attack on. .inflation should
&Oen the expected zecessmri
- but add there is no alter-
native.
The board Saturday boosted
its bank-lending rate-from 11
percent to 12 percent in an
effort to curb credit and
support the dollar.
WASHINGTON i AP, - In a
Senate hearing* room today.
Paul Nitze is warning of
impending destruction of the
United States by the Sialet
Union. _
•It is essentially the same
message he has been
delivering 'behind the scenes
for 30 years. often influencing
U.S. defense policy.
WASHINGTON AP - The
Alaska lands bill. which
President Carter calls the
century's most important
conservation legislation,
regains some attention today
in a Congress preoccupied
with other issues.
The Senate _ Energy and
-Natural Resources Committee
is resuming work on
legislation that would protect
nearly one-third of the state
from much- mining. logging
and commercial development.
INTERNATIONAL
LONDON AP - The
Zimbabwe Rhodesia peace
conference appeared on the
verge of collapse today as the
guerrilla leaders rejected key
parts . of the British con-
stitutional draft and Britain
refused their demand to go
Ahead .with negotiations for a
transitional pawernment.
Lord Carrington, the British
foreign secretary and the
chairman of -the- conference,
said he would announce today
what course the month-old
talks would take.
NATIONAL
SEABROOK. N.H. 1AP ) --
Hundreds of anti-nuclear
fire hoses ind clubs they faced
"have taught us what it's all
about and will strengthen the
movement."
NASHVILLE, Tem). AP ) -
ringing  the Seabrook._ atomic_ Willie _Nelson, an -outlaw"
power plant. •. with an ace 'up his sleeve,
Their four-day effort to joined Kenny Rogers and his
occupy the partially coin- hit "The Gambler" as blue-
pleted plant was lost, but the chip .winners at the nationally
activists called it a victory. televised Country Music
They said the tear gas, Mace, Association a4'ards show.
protesters, many proudly
nursing wounds received in
battles with police, today 'were
withdrawing from the woods,
marshes and highways
Wylder, Cohen Will
Present Papers At Meet
Tv.° members of the
Department of English at .
Murray State University will
be reading papers at the 1979
Western Literature
Association meeting in
Albuquerque, N.M., from Oct.
4 through Oct. 6.
Katharine W. Ccihen, an
instructor in the department;
will be reading a paper in the
section titled "Perspectives
on Indian Literature and
Indians in. Literature," and
Professor Delbert E. WYlder
will read a paper in the section
"Is There. a Western
Realism?"
Cohen's paper, -Per-
spectives on the Cheyenne
Exodus by Fast, Henry, and
Sandoz," will compare
contrast different fictional
and historical views of the
Cheyenne remove from a
reservation back to their
homeland, pursued by U.S.
troops, and gangs of civilian
militia, using novel by
Proposed Child Health
Care Plan For State To
Be UCM Luncheon Topic
in developing. a Chile.Hea:t r,
Plan for the Commonwealth
This is the second in a series
of UCM luncheons focusing ,,ti
the International Year of the
Child.
This week's turn
program at 12:30 still
followed by an anion: al
workshop, from 1:30 to 2 30
pan. for reasons in if
studies, health care a,
related disciplines.
general public is _invitedw
The luncheons are ti,,rt Jri. _-
Ordway Hall in the Courise10 !
and Testing Center
ference room with cost :f i•
meal being 61.25. For fu -ihi
inf(,rmation, call 753-35:I;
A Proposed Child Health
Care Plan for Kentucky will
be the topic of this Wed-
nesday's United Campus
MinistrY lundheon at 12:30
p.m. at Ordway Hall, Murray
State University.
Making the presentation
will be Dr. Donald Cantle'',
M.D: Of Henderson, the offi-
cial spokesperson for the
American Academy of
Pediatrics on International
Year of the Child in Kentucky.
Dr. Cantley, who serves as a
consultant to the Department
of Human Resources Bureau
of Health Sciences, has
worked with Dr. Doane
Fischer, another pediatrician,
Howard Fast, a popular novel
by Will Henry. !Henry Alltn,
who also wrote under the
name of Clay Fisher), and a
history "Cheyenne Autumn"
by Mari Sandoz. Cohen
received her master's degree
at the University of Arizona,
and has taught part time in the
English department for the
last two years.
Wylder, chairman of the
department, was one of the co-
founders of, and former
president of, the Western
Literature Association„He is
also presently serving , his
second term as a member of
the Executive Council of that
assotiation. He was employed
at Murray State in 1977. His
paper is a response to a
ehal:enge by critic Sanford





















Nelson won the prestigious-
entertainer of the ye'ar award
Monday _night. while Rogers
.taked in- three honors at the-
13th annual awards show at
the Grand t)le Opry House.
Stock Market
Prices of stui of 0# al interest at
noon, EDT, today. furnished to The Mur-
ray 1:01ger & nines by First of
Michigan Corp of Murray, are, as
follows
Indistrial Average -1064




























assistant professor of music at
Murray State University, will
present a faculty piano recital
at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday,t)ct. 9, in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts ('enter
on the campus.
He will play "Toccata in C
Minor" by Bach, "Cycles
(19691" by Paul Cooper, -Op.
10, Na. 2 in A Minor" and
it • V "
Dr, James McKeever
"Fanta ism imi F' Minor, Op. 49"
by Chopin, "V. pour k's
lit 141 DebliSSy, and
-Sonata-Elegie in Minor. -
Op. 11, NO. 2" and "Fairy Talc
iii ('-.Sharp Minor, Op. 35, No,
4',' Medtner.
NleKeever. se hii ji-afitai the .
music faculty at Murray State
in 1977, earned the B A
I I
degree at Indiana University
of Peluisylvania and both the _
M. M. and D.M.A. degrees at
the University of Cincinnati
college-Conservatory of
Music.
He has studied with Olga
('onus and Santos Ojeda and
with Lelia Gousseau of the
Paris Conservatory.
McKeever is well known as a
recitalist in Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Ohio, Missouri,




Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5 30 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6. p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
deltvery
The regular business Mite hours
of The Murray ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m, to noon, Satur-
days
akelks, ANIN* anal. mew alloff
1977 Chevrolet 1/2 Ton
Silverado Pick Up
Rust and tan, power steering and brakes,





cm/real LICIran MIMS raYEPOPI With Genuine GM Parts
Keep That Great GM Feeling
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
4 11w Asear awlevir A4C"TINERF ARaigo ,
ATTENTION
In order to meet the Christ-
mas demand, all orders will
be closed Saturday, No.v. 3.
Unfinished needlework May
be brought in prior to the








If) a.m. to .3 p.m.
or by appoinfment
•
Kentucky needs a man
who can get things done.
Its been s.:;id the world is divided int , kolas
of people talker d doers Most politicians are
talkers Theyr ull o cy words, glib, phrases,
and empty promises.
But John V Brown, Jr isn t a politician, and he
isn't just a talker John Y Brown, Jr is a business-
man, and an achiever
Look at his achievements •
As zih*Encyclopedia Britannica salesman working
his way through law school, John V Brown, Jr
managed a district office that broke a national
company record As President of Kentucky Fried
Chicken, he achieved legendary success Making
KFC the largest franchised restaurant company in
the world .
As fund raiser for the National Democratic -
Party, -John Y. Brown. Jae organized the:most Suc-
cessful political fund raising events in history- •
the 1972-73,74-75 Democratic Telethons-
raising lf.) help get the Democratic
Party out of bankruptcy
The best is yet to come
An innovator, a businessman, a proven leader,
John Y Brown. Jr is the kind of man Kentucky
needs to make government run efficiently. His
independence from special interests will give him
the freedom to work for all the people His proven
skills and credibility will allow him to bring in
more business, More jobs, and more investment
money to Kentucky
John Y himselLputs it best "I'm not a politician
I'm a businessman State government is this State's
largest business and ought to be managed soundly
and for the benefit O'f the people of Kentucky
John Y. BroWn. Jr. the achiever, will do It.
John Y. Brown, Jr. cares about Kentucky.
He needs your help.
Vote for John Y. Brown, JR. for Governor
Paid '4( B,J.O• I I,,, I, I t I
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